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ABSTRACT
Mechanisms for Secondary School Change: A Case
Study of the English High Teachers
' Center
(September, 1979)
Margaret Fraher LeGendre, B.A.
,
Emmanuel College
M.Ed., Boston State College, Ed.D., University
of Massachusetts
Directed by: Professor Mary R, Quilling
The secondary site-based teacher center has potential
as a major vehicle for staff development and school im-
provement efforts in high schools- The present study v/as
designed to examine the development and implementation of
a site-based center, the English High Teachers' Center,
Boston, Massachusetts, in order to develop an understand-
ing of the factors to be considered in planning and opera-
ting teacher centers in high schools. The literature on
educational change, the teacher center movement, and the
organization of the high school provided the theoretical
basis for the study.
In reviev/ing the organization of the high school,
several characteristics were noted, including departmen-
talization and the resulting isolation of teachers, a
VI
multi-layered authority structure, complex block
scheduling of students, and routinization of activity.
These v/ere seen as having important consequences for the
processes of educational change and staff development.
Hovi’ever, a review of typical teacher centers revealed
little in their programs that addressed these character-
isbics of high schools. The general failure of teacher
center programs to engage high school teachers was viewed
as stemming directly from this lack of congruence.
Based upon the characteristics of high school or-
ganizations, the literature, and the author's practical
experience, essential elements for a secondary teacher
center were developed. These eight criteria are: (a) an
attractive site-based physical space, (b) a problem-
centered orientation, (c) an institutional partnership,
(d) a cooperative governance structure, (e) staffing for
flexibility and stability, (f) adaptive, institutionally-
focused programming, (g) multiple incentives for parti-
cipants, and (h) a hard/soft funding mix. The English
High Teachers' Center, at the time of the study, met all
but the last of these criteria.
A detailed description of the English High Teachers
Center is presented, based upon field notes taken by the
author in the role of participant observer. The presen-
tation spans the time from when the idea for a center-lik
program for the high school was first generated through
a year and a half of implementation. The findings shew
that in that time ninety-four percent of the total staff
of the high school had made use of the Center. Moreover,
sixty—three j^ercent of the staff had been engaged in two
or more staff development activities through the Center,
whereas only the third of the staff were involved in
staff development activities at the high school prior to
the opening of the Teachers' Center.
The findings of this study indicate that the English
High Teachers' Center model has excellent potential as
a vehicle for integrating staff development and school
improvement efforts. Hov;ever, further investigation is
needed to determine the effectiveness of the model when
implemented in other high school settings.
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CHAPTER
INTRODUCT IOM
Statement of the Problem
^^thin the past two decades a larc^e numbeir of
edui^ational innovations has been introduced, rangino from
new curricula to technological advances to various
management strategies. However, the payoff for ail of
this reform activity has been poor—educational practice
has changed very little over the years (Goodlad & Klein,
1970).
Among the reasons offered by observers for the pau-
city of successful educational change efforts is the lack
of involvement of classroom teachers in the planning and
developm.ent of innovations, and inadequate follow-through
staff development efforts (Berman & McLaughlin, 1975)
.
As a result, the reform of inservice education of teachers
is increasingly being viewed as the key no open the door
for educational change (Devaney ix Thorn, 1975) .
This drive behind shoring up inservice education is
fueled by tne political interests of several groups.
The federal governm.ent is anxious to find ways of shewing
positive results from billions in educational expenditures.
1
2Institutions of higher education with teacher training
programs are feeling the squeeze of the teacher surplus
brought on by the bust of the post-war baby boom, and see
inservice programs as a way of filling the gap left by
dropping preservica enrollments. Teacher anions and
Professional organizations view the focus on teacher in-
volvement in program planning and decision-making as an
opportunity for empowering teachers, and therefore their
organizations. For the teacher unionist, the inservice
focus not only provides an opportunity for building a
power base, but also serves as a useful collective bar-
gaining item in contract negotiations.
Beyond these driving political forces, however, the
move to reform inservice education does seem to have
potential for reforming educational practice. In the Rand
study of federal change agent projects, investigators
found that the more successful projects had, among other
things, taavcher involvement throughout project planning
and implementation, and a continuing, practical, site-
specific program of inservice education (Berman & Mc-
Laughlin, 1975).
The meshing of inservice programs with school im-
provement efforts is not often achieved, however. In-
service programs, for the most part, have had only tenuous
links v/ith school improvement. In thinking of inservice
3on0 0nvisi.ons th0 workshop or short coursG
d0sign0d to introduc0 an innovation to taachars, aft©r
which t0achers ar© oxp0cr0d to begin using the innovation
successfully in their classrooms. Joyce and Weil (iy 73 )
comment,
Certainly one reason that educational innovation has
been so difficult and so ephemeral is that every
change in schooling requires development by the
teacher if it is to flourish.
. . . At present, with
inservice education so isolated from practice, and
so sporadic, innovations often die because teachers
cannot learn hov; to carry them on. Many good ideas
of teachers never flower because there is no place
for them to experiment and train and bring life
to their ideas, (p. 17 ).
Over the past decade the teacher center has developed
as a mode of inservice designed to provide support tc
teachers over time so that the good ideas of teachers can
flower. However, while the teacher center concept appears
promising as a vehicle for integrating inservice education
of teachers with school improvement, few existing teacher
centers deliver on that promise. Because open education
has strongly influenced the development of the teacher
center movement, most centers have adopted a person-
centered orientation to change, viewing school improvement
as merely a happy by-product of professional growth.
It is the contention of the author that this approach to
change is not sufficient, and that a broader orientation,
encompassing both the individual and the system, must be
developed if teacher centers are to serve as a means of
4integrating school improvement and inservice ef feres. This
position is developed further in Chapter T\vo.
The need for a vehicle integrating school improve-
ment with professional development of teachers is parti-
cularly acute at the secondary level v;here typical change
projects have been generally unsuccessful (Berman & Mc-
Laughlin, 1975). However, teacher centers, as currently
designed and implemented, have had little success v;ith
high school teachers. The problem is that while teacher
centers could be a useful means of st.im.ulating secondary
school im.provement
,
little information is available in the
-"-iterature or in practice as to the kinds of strategies
that work with secondary teachers or as to vrhat elemients
a teacher center must have to be successful in secondary
settings
.
A number of authors have called for a more thorough
research effort into teacher centers (Devaney, 1977; Fei-
man, 1977; Schmieder, 1977; Shulman, 1978; Yarger &
Yarger, 1978). Because teacher centers are a new and
relatively unstudied phenomenon, there is a need for
systematic descriptive studies of teacher centers in
operation so that crucial aspects of the centering ccncept
may be more fully understood (Shulman, 1978; Stake, 1978).
Given the poor track record to date of teacher centers
with high school teachers, it seems particularly important
5to study centers which relate to a secondary context.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is to examine the develop-
ment and implementation of a site-based secondary teacher
center the English High Teachers' Center, Boston, Massa-
chusetts--- in order to develop an understanding of what
factors mus c be considered in planning and operating
teacher ceni_er programs for high school teachers. The
literature on implementation of educational change and
the literature on teacher centers provides the theoretical
background for che study.
Methodology. Shulm.an (19 78) has discussed the need for
descriptive research into teacher centers, stating, "the
process of developing, creating, and sustaining teacher
centers needs careful documentation" (p. 182) . Stake
(1978) has noted that a case study approach is preferred
when the aim of inquiry is "understanding, extension of
experience, and an increase in conviction in that which
is known " (p . 6 )
.
A case study approach has been adopted for this
investigation of a site-based secondary teacher center
in order that essential characteristics of the processes
involved in implementing such a center and in providing
6institutionally- focused inservice programs for secondary
educators may be more fully understood. The case study
covers the period from when the idea for a site-based
teaciier center at English High School was generated
through planning and development (December 1976 - August
/ o..iginal implementa'cion ‘.September 1977 — February
1978), to adapted implementation (March 1973 - February
19/9/ . The author played the role of participant obser-
ver i-hrcughout the encire period of time covered by the
study. Data for the case study was drav/n from analvsis
of documents and field notes taKen by the participant
observer in the center.
Definition of terms
.
School improvement efforts . For the purposes of this
study "school improvement efforts" is meant to refer to
site-based, systemic strategies to alter existing educa-
tional practice which result in improved learning and
teaching environments.
Inservice education . In recent years the definition
of just what is meant by the term "inservice education" has
become increasingly clouded. In addition, many other
related terms Iiave crept: into the literature, e.g., pro-
fessional development, staff development:, inservice
training. Eacli of these terms is meant to imply a
7difference in scope and philosophy. For the purposes of
this study the terms inservice education, staff develop-
ment and professional development are used interchange-
ably to refer to activities engaged in by teachers which
Assigned to contribute to improvement on the job
(Hass, 1957)
.
Teacher center . There is little consensus in the
literature as to the definition of the term "teacher
center. In fact, there is little consensus with. regard
to the proper term: variations include "teachers' center,"
"teaching center," "professional development center,"
"teacher education center," and "teacher learning center."
Except when rafering to a particular center by name, the
term used in this study is "teacher center."
Because this study involved a review of the litera-
ture on teacher centers, the broad definition first
offered by Schmieder and Yarger (1974) was adopted so as
to include the range of teacher center variations:
A teacher center is a place, ^ situ , or a changing
location, which develops programs directed at the
improvement of classroom, instruction in which the
participating personnel have an opportunity to
share successes, to utilize a wide- range of educa-
tional resources, and to receive training specifi-
cally related to the. m.ost pressing instructional
problems (Yarger, 1977, p. 29).
8imitations. This study had a number of limitations.
First, It focused only on one example, the English High
Teachers' Center as the basis for making generalizations
about teacher center programs for secondary teachers.
Secondly, the study is subject to the weaknesses associa-
ted with participant observation, especially because the
author owned a role in the system being studied. These
include the difficulty in distinguishing fact from the
auchor s opinion, the possibility that the author micht
have spent more time participating than observing, the
difficulty in the author's maintaining a critical per-
spective of her own role in the case under study, and
selective biases of the author, as participant observer,
affecting reporting and interpretation of the data.
Overview of the Study
Chapter Two of this dissertation reviev7s the lit-
erature on the implementation of educational change and
the literature on teacher centers so as to develop a
theoretical base for a discussion of teacher center models
which seek to support school improvement efforts. A dis-
cussion of some characteristics of high school and high
school teachers is also presented, and the implications
of these characteristics for change efforts and inservice
programs are explored. In the last section of Chapter
9Two a series of elements suggested by the literature
and the author's practical experience as necessary for
establishing a secondary teacher center are presented.
In Chapter Three the research methodology used in
the study is presented. The rationale for the case studv
the me chod of choice is discussed, and the research
procedures are detailed.
In Chapter Four the case study of the English High
Teachers' Center is presented. In the first section of
the chapter a brief history of the high school and its
collaboration with the University of Massachusetts, Am-
herst is related sc as to establish the organizational
conte 2:t for the study. The presentation of the case
study follov/s, and is exam.ined in three stages. In the
first stage the initiation of the Teachers' Center is
recounted, from the time the idea V7as first discussed
in December 197S to just prior to the opening of the
teacher center in September 1977. In the next stage the
original implementation of the English High Teachers'
Center is examined, representing the first six months of
center operation, from September 1977 to March 1973.
In the final stage, the adapted implem^entat ion of the
center during its second year of funding is discussed,
including the time period from March 1978 through Feb-
ruary 1979. The presentation of the case study was
10
organized into three stages so as to distinguish the
different processes and dynairics involved during the
^riitiation and various levels of implementation.
The experience of the English High Teachers' Center
i^‘P-‘-ica cions for planning and operating teacher cen™
ter programs in secondary settings. Chapter Five sum-
marizes the iiTiplications of the research presented in
Chapter T\70 and the experience described in Chapter Four,
and identifies areas in which further research is needed.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Two areas of the literature are reviewed in this
chapter. The first section provides an overview of the
literature on educational change both to examine the
problem of change in schools and to consider the elements
needed to support change. The second section provides
a review of the literature on teacher centers. In this
section the teacher center concept is examined in three
parts. The first part presents an historical overview
of the teacher center movement, focusing on developments
in Britain, Japan, Australia, and the United States. In
the second part a review of the various types and struc-
tures of teacher centers, and an analysis of the utility
of these types and structures in supporting educational
change efforts is presented. Finally, the literature on
teacher centers is examined with regard to their useful-
ness at the secondary level so as to consider the kinds
of intervention secondary settings demand.
Imp lementation of Educational Change
It has been said that in life, change is the only
constant. In education, however, it appears that the
11
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constant is not change itself, but rather the cry for
change. The literature continues to be filled with ar-
ticles calling for educational reform of one sort or an-
other. But, as Goodlad and his associates discovered in
investigating adoption of educational innovations, while
the language of educators might change, educational
practice remains pretty much the same (Goodlad & Klein,
1970)
.
A number of explanations ha-ve been proffered for
why so few innovations are effectively implemented in
schools- Some writers feel that it is simply in the
nature of educational systems to resist change. Other
investigators assert that it is the manner in which
change has been undertaken in schools that is responsible
for such meager results (Berman & McLaughlin, 1975; Edel-
felt, 1972; Fullan, 1972; Gccdlad, 1975; Miles, 1964).
While there aupears to be some merit in both arguments,
the primary focus cf this review is on aspects of the
latter position.
The change processes typically used in. education are
strongly influenced by the diffusion perspective (Berman
& McLaughlin, 1975; Fullan, 1972; Havelock, 1970). That
is, the emphasis in many chadge models is placed on evento
leading up to, and including, the adoption decision.
With dif fusion-oriented change models, installation is
13
assumed to follow a rationally ordered sequence once the
particular innovation is chosen (Everhart, 1977).
tunately
,
unlike agriculture or industry (upon
vrhich the dif j.usicn change models are based)
, educational
goals are less specific, the means to achieve them less
prescriptive, and the results much less predictable.
While it may be a relatively simple task to predict the
production output of a new crop-harvesting device, pre-
diction of learning outcomes associated with a new
teaching method is much less reliable. Fullan (1972)
commented,
In any pluralistic society society educational goals
and needs are sufficiently diverse that very few
specific [educational] innovations should be or
can be universally implemented . . . educational
goals are characterized by a high degree of general-
ity. . . . What is significant about these is not
so much their generality but the difficulties and
variety of operational decisions required to im-
plement them (p. 2)
.
Miles (1964) argued that educational innovation
should be thought of as an evolutionary process which
requires continuing technical attention. In the Rand
studies of federal change agent projects this concept
was further developed. Berman and McLaughlin (1974)
noted.
Because of the nature of educational innovation,
the decision to adopt does not resolve the problem
of innovation, this decision is only the beginning
of a process that exhioits a high degree of insta-
bility and variability (p. 10)
.
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This proc0ss, call©d iiupleiriGntation
,
is dGfin©d as tha
"change process that occurs v/hen an innovative project
impinges on an organization" (Berman & McLaughlin, 1974,
p. vii) . The failure of most diffusion-oriented change
models to address adequately the implementation issue
has contributed significantly to their faulty applica-
tion in educational settings (Fullman, 1972)
.
Only recently has the need for further study of
implementation been recognized in the literature. In
their study of an Economic Development Administration
project in Oakland, Pressman and Wildavsky (1973) noted
that there was no available analytic literature on imple-
mentation. Berman and McLaughlin (1974) concluded that
although implementation problems dominated the outcome
and success of innovative projects, "there is no theory
or analytical understanding of implementation in the
educational literature or any other literature" (p. 12) .
While a theory of implementation has yet to be
developed, a nuir±)er of investigators have described the
nature of the process (Berman & McLaughlin, 1975; Fullan
& Pomfret, 1977; Gross, Giacquinta, & Bernstein, 1971;
Pressman & Wildavsky, 1973; Regan & Leithwood, 1974;
Sarason, 1971) . In examining implementation, Berman
and McLaughlin (1974) say
we ask what changes actually occur as a result of
the introduction of a new project, how and why they
15
occur, and what significance these changes hold for
the operation of the organization (p. vii)
.
The implementation process is incremental by nature, often
involving responses to continuing problems which only
marginally affect project outcome, and it is characterized
by interaction of many project participants. Pressman
and Wildavsky (1973) stressed, "The study of implementation
requires understanding that apparently simple sequences of
events depend upon complex chains of reciprocal inter-
action" (p.. xvii) .
Any change in schools necessarily implies a change
in the people com.prising the schools. Chin and Benne
(1969) stated.
As attemipts are made to introduce [innovations]
into school situations, the change problem shifts
to the hum.an problems of dealing with the resis-
tances, anxieties, threats to morale, conflicts,
disrupted interpersonal communications, and so on,
which prospective changes in the patterns of prac-
tice evoke in the people affected by rhe change
(p. 33).
Attention to these issues is of considerable importance
in any change effort. Fullan and Pomfret (1977) con-
cluded, "Successful implementation basically involves the
resocialization of key actors" (p. 371). Essentially,
it is crucial to structure implementation efforts around
what Sarason (1971) has described as the "culture" of
schools. Thus, development of change strategies which are
16
based upon interpersonal and organizational issues is
requisite for successful implementation.
Several such strategies have been identified in
bhe literature as useful in promoting successful imple~
mGni_aticn of educational change. Among them are: par~
ticipation of those responsible for carrying out the
change, in decision-making processes, provision of res-
ponsive feedback mechanism.s (e.g. through frequent and
regular meetings among project staff)
,
provision of
resources and support for local materials development,
and involvement of a critical mass of project staff in
project implementation (Berman and McLaughlin, 1975;
Fullan, 1972; Fullan & Pomfret, 1977; Goodlad, 1975;
Gross, Giacquinta, & Bernstein, 1971; Regan & Leithwood,
1974) .
In addition to, and often inclusive of, the stra-
tegies listed above one of the most pivotal elements in
a successful implem.entation effort in schools is pro-
vision cf appropriate inservice training (Berman & Mc-
Laughlin, 19 77; Eraut, 19 72) . Berman and McLaughlin found
that training programs which focused on project specifics
were particularly useful. As to why intensive inservice
training is an important strategy for implementation,
Fullan and Pcmfret (1977) speculated, "apparently, this
experience functions to provide teachers with demonstration
17
models and experiences as well as psychological
reinforcement conducive to resocialization" (p. 373 ).
Given the importance of appropriate training to
successful implementation and evidence that school re-
newal is not likely to result from outside-in, top-down
change strategies, many reformers have begun to view
inservice as the "most hopeful remaining approach to
school renewal" (Devaney, 1977, p. 171). However, the
literature reflects the position that traditional modes
of inservice training are ill-suited for the purpose of
supporting practitioners in the initiation and imple-
mentation of educational change (Case, 19 77; Devaney
1977; Edelfelt, 1972; Edelfelt & Johnson, 1975; Eraut,
1972; Fantini, 1973; Hite & Howey, 1977; Howey
,
1974).
Reform of inservice education is seen by these authors
as a necessary element in school reform.
Traditionally, inservice programs sponsored by
school districts have relied upon w'orkshops and lecture
techniques focusing cn information-giving or specific
skills development. These solution-centered approaches
are generally short-term efforts and rarely represent
a comprehensive means for staff renewal (Devaney, 1277).
Furthermore, as change strate'gd.es they tend to be in-
effective because they do not take into consideration
the organizational patterns of schools (Bidwell, 1965;
Corwin, 1975; Sarason, 1971). As a result of their
18
deficit model" orientation and their failure to produce
lasting change efforts, traditional inservice methods
are most often viewed negatively (Jackson, 1975; Joyce,
McNair, Diaz, & McKibben, 1976)
.
3 review of nearly 100 studies on inservice
education, Lawrence (1974) suggested several identifiable
characteristics of successful programs:
1. Individualized inservice education tends to be
better than single offerings for large groups.
2. Inservice programs which stress active involve-
ment are more likely to be successful than those
which place teachers in a passive-receptive
role
.
3. Inservice programs that emphasize demonstrations,
supervised trials, and feedback are more likely
to accomplish their goals than those which pro-
vide teachers with skills to be stored for
future use.
4. Inservice programs which involve mutual assis-
tance and sharing among teachers tend to be
better than programs in which teachers work
separately
.
5. Inservice programs tlnat are linked to a general
effort of the school tend to be more effective
than one-shot offerings.
19
6. Inservice programs in which teachers have some
input into selection of goals and activities
tend to be better than totally preplanned inser-
vice .
It can be concluded from Lawrence's analysis that effec-
tive inservice programs are likely to be those which are
conceptualized, designed, and implemented at the "site-
specific" level (Yarger, 1977, p. 24). Thus, to set the
stage for school renewal, inservice programs must be
developed which emphasize not solution-giving but problem-
solving, which offer not sporadic activities designed to
remediate teachers' deficits, but opportunities for con-
tinuous, developmental teacher education, which focus not
merely on the innovation, but also on the innovating
school
.
In recent years, an inservice design has emerged
which appears to incorporate these elements. This design,
known generally as the teacher center model, seems to be
potentially quite useful as a means of integrating staff
development with school renewal efforts. The remainder
of this chapter v/ill focus on the centering concept,
particularly with regard to its utility in supporting the
im.plementation of educational change . The following
sections will present an historical account of the
origins and development of the teacher center movement.
20
The Teacher Center Movement
The teacher center, in various forms, is used
internationally as a mode of inservice education. Corimon-
alities among centers do exist, but the particular social-
political context and educational philosophy of each
nation have served to shape uniquely the character of
its teacher centers. Thus, a variety of structures
exist which may be categorized generally as teacher cen-
ters .
The first part of this section presents an overview
of tne origins and development of the teacher center
movement abroad. In the second part of this section
attention is focused on the growth of the teacher center
movement in the United States.
Teacher centers abroad . The importance of appropriate
inservice education in supporting school improvement has
been expressed in many countries. The need to integrate
curriculum development and staff development and the
increased pressure by teachers' organizations for a
voice in the design and implementation of training
experiences have been factors in the rise of the teacher
center concept as a promising vehicle for inservice
education. The teacher center movement has been parti-
cularly strong in Uapan, Australia, and certain ./Western
21
European nations, most notably Great Britain. An
overview of the unique development of the teacher center
movement in each of these nations follows.
Japan . After World War II the Japanese concentrated
not only on meeting their severe physical needs but also
on fostering a spiritual regeneration for a New Society.
Education was changing also to help develop the New
Society (Buxton, 1976) . Teachers began meeting in infor-
• mal, voluntary groups known as study circles for the pur-
pose of investigating specific topics in depth and/or
to develop teaching skills. Though the study circles
were not recognized officially it was from these groups
that some of the initial teacher centers seemed to.
evolve (DeVault, 1974).
With the passage of the Law for the Development of
Science Education in the early 1950 's came a major thrust
for both curriculum development and staff development in
the sciences (Buxton, 1976) . Substantial funding was
allocated to establish teacher centers to provide for the
retraining of teachers in science education and to
stimulate research for practical application in classrooms
The centers developed for this effort were large complexes
designed to serve the needs of teachers in an entire
prefecture (state) . The first of these centers was
estabUshed in the late 1950 ’s. By the inid-1960’s, fifty
22
teacher centers focusing on science education had been
established (Glass, 1966). During this period the scope
of inservice education was expanded to include concerns
other than those associated simply with the developing
science curricula. By 1972, teacher centers had been
established in each prefecture and . in several large
cities, often focusing on areas such as social studies,
special education, and guidance, as well as the sciences.
The Japenese teacher centers serve large numbers of
teachers and receive very substantial funding from the
ministry and local boards of education. As a result the
centers tend to be multi-million dollar complexes vrith
facilities designed specifically for the purpose of pro-
viding inservice education. The number of staff members
for each center ranges from forty to eighty persons,
including both full and part-time personnel (DeVault,
1974) . Programs for centers are determined according
to Ministry of Education priorities and efforts to im-
plement the National Course of Study in addition to
assessment of local needs and interests. Programs in-
volve a variety of inservice activities including field •
work, regular classes, research projects and curriculum
development efforts. Teachers are strongly urged to
participate in center programs by the Ministry and
through provision of incentives such as released time and
23
promotional possibilities (Azuma, 1976) . In addition
to the more formal centers, the study circles have con-
tinued unofficially as parallel structures for locally-
based inservice education, and most teachers belong to
at least one study circle.
Austral ia . During the past decade inservice educa-
tion has been the object of considerable attention in
Australia, as elsev/here. Awareness of several issues
has sparked Australian interest, including the .need to
keep pace with a rapidly changing technological society,
the desire of teachers to enhance their competence, the
increase in teaching autonomy, a trend toward decentra-
lization of control of school curricula, pressure from
parents and the community for a stronger voice in schools,
a high rate of immigration, and a lessening of provin-
cialism. (Skilbeck, Evans, & Harvey, 1976)
.
In the early 1970 's the Schools Commission was
established and given a broad mandate to make recommenda-
tions for improvement of Australian education. The
Teacher Development Program, the focus of v/hich was on the
continuing professional growth of teachers, was one of
the programs included under Schools Commission control.
Because of the v/ork of the Schools Commission to reform
inservice education, national government grants were
distributed through, and later supplemented by, the states
to establish teacher centers.
Because of the strong decentralization effort, high
priority is given to school level needs in Australian
teacher centers. This influences both the prograraiuing and
the governance of the centers. The management committees
of Australia's Schools Commission teacher centers are re-
quired to have teacher members in the majority, and must
also include as members parents and community representa-
tives. Centers are urged to be flexible and experimental
in designing and im.plementing programs to meet the local
needs of their constituent teachers. Centers are not
restricted as to subject matter, but considerable em-
phasis has. been placed on multicultural education due to
the great influx of immigrants (Crum & Burdin, 1977)
.
In addition to teacher centers funded primarily by
the Schools Commission, Australia's state governments
have established a number of teacher centers. These cen-
ters may or may not have teachers in the majority on
governing boards. Many of the same activities carried
on by Schools Commission funded teacher centers also take
place in state supported centers, although the state
centers sponsor more diffusion-related activities (Skil-
beck, Evans, & Harvey, 1976).’
Attendance at Australian teacher centers is volun-
tary. Program activities are similar to those of centers
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throughout the world, and include courses, workshops,
discussion groups, recycling activities, and curriculum
development. Australian centers are typically housed in
separate facilities, many purchased under the requirements
of the original national government grants. In addition,
mobile units are used in rural Australia to bring the
services o^ a center into the bush country.
• The British experience has been a parti—
influential force in the teacher center movement.
Ill the British are generally credited with giving
form and substance to the concept of a teacher center as
a vehicle for inservice education which relies heavily
upon teacher input, initiative, and interaction.
A num±>er of developments on the British educational
scene in the 1960 's contributed to the evolution of
British teacher centers. Several of these developments
were similar to those experienced in other countries at
the time, including the need to update curricula, the need
to train teachers in the use of technological innovations,
increased dissatisfaction with preservice training, con-
cern of teachers over changes in their role, and a public
anxiety over national educational standards (Thornbury,
1973) .
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In addition to these cominon issues, there were
several factors more specific to Britain which influenced
the proliferation of teacher centers during the 1960 's.
Among these were the raising of the school leaving age
from 15 to 16 years, the need for curriculum dealing with
metrication prior to Britain's entry into the European
Common Market^ and the formation of new local education
authorities resulting from the reorganization of local
government (Hapgood, 1976; Thornbury, 1973). Beyond
these diverse needs, however, there occurred in 1964 two
particular events which are most often cited as precip-
itating the development of British teacher centers—the
initiation of the Nuffield Mathematics Project and the
creation of the Schools Council.
The Nuffield Mathematics Project, begun in September
1964, v/as an attempt to develop and implem.ent a contem-
porary mathematics curriculum for students aged 5 to 13
years. A unique feature of the Project was its reliance
on field testing of the materials and on teacher input
into development of the curriculum and guides. As a
means of insuring teacher involvement, the fourteen local
authorities chosen as pilot areas for the Project were
required to set up a center where local teachers would
meet. The pilot areas v;ere also required to appoint
someone in charge of the center who would coordinate
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feedback from teachers regarding the Nuffield materials.
Of the fourteen original centers, 7 were located within
schools, incluaing one on the top floor of New City
S'-hool in Newham which has been called the "first opera~
tional teachers' center" (Matthews, 1973, p. 51). Other
locations fo^ the pilot centers included a hut behind a
school, unused school buildings, space at a technical
college and an old aerodrom (Matthews, 1973)
.
The Nuffield Mathematics Centers served not only as
a means of involving teachers directly in the production
of the Nuffield materials, but also as a means of training
teachers in curriculum and materials development. Prac-
tical courses and workshops, formal and informal meetings,
and production of materials constituted the work of the
pilot centers. Through the efforts of teachers in the
pilot centers, three of the original Nuffield Mathematics
Guides were revised considerably, and one v/as eliminated
(Matthews, 1973).
Response to the Nuffield Project was enthusiastic.
As a result, the Nuffield Foundation came- under pressure
from the nev;ly formed Schools Council to expand the Mathe-
matics Project. A second phase of the Project was initia-
ted during which an additional 77 local education authori-
ties were admitted. Each of these were required, as were
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the pilot areas, to establish a teacher center to
service its trial schools. The proliferation of the
teacher centers set up through the Nuffield Mathematics
Project and their apparent successes in supporting and
encouraging teacher involvement in curriculum development
were the cornerstones of the British teacher center
movement
.
Shortly before the Nuffield Mathematics Project was
initiated, a series of events began which were to culminate
in the formation of the Schools Council. In 1962 Sir
David Eccles, Minister of Education, proposed a national
curriculum study group. Although the proposal seemed
rather innocuous, reaction against it was swift. British
teachers and school administrators, who enjoyed sover-
eignty ever the educational programs within their schools,
objected to a national curriculum study group, fearing
that a move was underway toward a centralization of educa-
tional policy and procedures. In response to the objec-
tions of British educators, a committee was formed to
examine the feasibility of the proposed curriculum study
group
.
After examining the issues, the committee concluded
that the national curriculum study group idea should be
abandoned. In its place the committee proposed the
creation of a new, independent organization to be called
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ths Schools Council, Through ths Schools Council tBcichers,
local education authorities, and the Secretary of State
for Education would act as partners in the development of
national curriculum policies. Significantly, teachers
were given the majority voice on the Schools Council.
The Schools Council began operating in 1964, and
has come to be viewed as a national teacher center and a
state publishing house (Matthews, 1973) . The purpose of
the Schools Council is to undertake research and develop-
ment work in curricula, teaching methods, and educational
assessment. Recommendations of the Council are not bind-
ing; teachers and locaJ education authorities are free
to decide whether or not to adopt or adapt Council pro-
jects. However, the influence of the Schools Council on
British educational practice is considerable. Indeed,
though the Nuffield Mathematics Project helped to crys-
tallize the teacher center concept, it was the Schools
Council which stimulated the rapid growth of the teacher
center movement in Britain.
The Schools Council supported and encouraged the
British teacher center movement in many of its publica-
tions. A particularly influential document was the
Schools Council's Working Paper Number 10, "Curriculum
Development: Teachers' Groups and Centers" published in
"little red pamphlet," as it was known.1967. This
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Ccill0 Q for toachors to tako up tho initiativs for
curriculum reform. Local education autliorities were
exhorted to provide teacher centers as supporting struc-
tures for teachers. Response to the call of Working
Paper Number 10 for development of a national netv/ork of
teacher centers was positive and almost immediate. 3y
the end of 1967, 137 teacher centers were alr.eady active
and another 125 teacher centers were in the planning stage
(Thornbury, 1973). With the continuing support of the
Schools Council, the number of teacher centers in Britain
had grown to about 450 by 1970.
Teacher centers in Britain are as varied as the
local education authorities themselves. Generally,
though, the focus of the centers is on curriculum develop-
ment and they are structured loosely around the model
proposed by Working Paper Number 10. The four essential
elements of this model are: a coming together of teachers
and others to define their curriculum objectives based on
all available sources of knowledge; the preparation and
trial in schools of methods and materials to carry these
out; evaluation of the effectiveness of the curricula so
developed; and provision of feedback to stimulate new
curriculum developm.ent (Schools Council, 1967).
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Workshops and courses sponsored by the local education
authority to introduce new policy and curricula to tea-
chers, discussion and working groups requested by tea-
chers themselves on topical issues, and problem-sclving
groups formed by teachers, schools, or groups of head
teachers are typical of the programs that may be found
in British teacher centers. Curriculum developmient con-
tinues to be the primary focus of the work of centers in
Britain. Continuing professional development did not be-
come a concern of the centers, until after the publication
of the White Paper, "Education: A Framework for Expansion"
by the Secretary of State for Education in December 1972.
The VJhite Paper called for the establishment of a
network of professional centers, expanding on existing
training institutes, and teacher centers. A major purpose
of these centers would be to provide support to the begin-
ning teacher. The centers were also to address the needs
of more experienced teachers, striking a balance between
the interest of individual teachers in their own pro-
fessional development and the concerns of the local
authorities with the current needs of particular schools
and their students. V7hereas the focus of teacher center
activity is curriculum development and teacher-developed
programs, professional development centers were to focus
more on development of pedagogical skills and system
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generated programs (Bolam & Porter, 1976)
.
The recommendations of the White Paper were never
fully implemented due to the high cost of the proposals
and economic recession in Britain in the middle seventies.
However, the White Paper served to legitimize the improve-
ment of pedagogical skills as a concern of teacher centers
(primarily v/ith respect to first year teachers) ‘and to
force polytechnics and universities into rethinking their
preservice and inservice training programs.
At present there are about 500 operating teacher
canters in Great Britain (Petit, 1978) . Although these
centers are funded through the local education authorities,
they remain functionally autonomous. While courses pre-
scribed by the local education authority may be included
among the offerings of a center, attendance at these
and all center activities is strictly voluntary. Most
center workshops are teacher-generated and planned through
the teacher-dominated program committees. It has not been
the general practice to award university credit to tea-
ctiOrs through teacher centers in Britain, and thio trend
seems li]:ely to continue (Chadwick, Note 1) .
Teacher centers in the United States . The teacher
center movement began in the United States in the late
1960 's and steadily gained momentum through the 1970 o.
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Support for the movement was, and continues to be,
uniquely broad-based in the United States. Proponents
of teacher centers have included the American Federation
of Teachers, the National Education Association, the
Office of Education, the American Association of Colleges
for Teacher Education, the Ford and Rockefeller Founda-
tions, and a number of universities and several private
corporations
.
As in Japan, Australia, and Britain, the factors
contributing to the origin, growth,- and development of
the teacher center movement in the United States are
varied and complex. In the late 1960 's, dissatisfaction
with the outside-in, top-dov/n curriculum reform strate-
gies introduced earlier in the decade was mounting.
The teacher shortage had become a teacher surplus as a
result of both the decline in student enrollments and
a flood of nev; teacher graduates. The teacher surplus
had the effect of reducing mobility among teachers
already in service, resulting in aging, more stable
teaching staffs within schools. A changing cultural
scene and student activism had helped spawn movements
toward open education, alternative education, and free
schools. Reports such as The University Can't Train
Teachers (Olson, Freeman, Bowman, & Pieper, 1971)
appeared, condemning preservice teacher education programs
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and practices. Teacher organizations were gaining power
and status, and sought a voice in the professional de-
velopment of their constituencies. These and other
issues sparked the introduction of the teacher center
movement into the United States (Devaney & Thorn, 1975;
Howey, 1974; Schmieder. & Yarger, 1974).
Given the diversity of the groups supporting the
teacher center concept in the United States, it was not
surprising that several distinct forms for teacher cen-
ter activities appeared. Proponents of particular educa-
tional reforms (e.g. open education) and private founda-
tions supported teacher centers that were independent
of LEA control and which were available to teachers on a
drop-in basis (Devaney & Thorn, 1974) . Institutions of
higher education, focusing on problems with preservice
training, supported teacher education centers as a
vehicle for providing more hands-on training for their
students (Hansen, 1975; Hess, 1971; Smith, Cohen, &
Pearl, 1969) , The federal government, in an effort to
facilitate dissemination of information and products
of massive research and development efforts, supported'
large training complexes (Schmieder, 1977). Teacher
organizations favored centers v;hich were teacher designed,
implemented, and controlled (Kemble, 1977; NEA, 1972,
1973, 1974, 1975; Shanker, 1971, 1973)
.
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The teacher center concept appears to have been
introduced into the United States through the work of the
Education Development Corporation (EDC) in Newton,
Massachusetts, in primary education in the early 1960 's
(Far West Laboratory, 1971). EDC had been borrov’ing
heavily- from the experience of the British with their
infant schools, and had thus become aware of the use-
fulness of the center concept in encouraging teacher
interaction and innovation. EDC's Early Childhood Educa-
tion Project sponsored five teacher/learning sites for
the Head Start teachers involved in the project. These
sites, actually em±)ryonic teacher centers, served to
support, encourage, inform, and nurture the professionals
engaged in trying to adopt open education practices for
use in ?Vmerican classrooms (Devaney & Thorn, 1975) .
Most of these initial sites later evolved into multi-
purpose teacher centers maintaining the independent,
humanistic character of the original sites (e.g. the Phil-
adelphia Teacher Center) . EDC later used similar
center-like sites in their Elementary Science Study pro-
ject. These too became full-fledged teacher centers,
though many retained a science/mathematics focus (e.g.
Mountain View Center for Environmental Education in
Colorado)
.
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While EDC, with support from the Ford and
Rockefeller foundations, was encouraging practicing
teachers to share ideas through independent, informal
teacher centers, universities were beginning to establish
more structured teacher education centers (Hansen, 1975)
.
In attempting to upgrade preservice teacher education
programs, universities sought a vehicle for integrating
theory and practice. The teacher education centers thus
im.plemented focused primarily on the needs of preservice
teachers. Inservice activities, when they were provided,
usually centered around improving the relationship be-
tv7een the cooperating teacher and the student teacher.
The early teacher education centers did represent,
however, a tentative first step toward collaboration
between public schools and universities.
Much of the support for the early teacher education
centers sponsored by colleges and universities came
through various federal sources, e.g. ESEA Title III,
NDEA Title III and NDEA Title IX, and National Teacher
Corps. However, in response to shifting political in-
fluences, the posture of the federal government with
regard to the concept of teacher centers has changed over
the last decade. Original federal efforts were in-
fluenced primarily by input from institutions of higher
education, and supported the creation of large, university-
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dominated training complexes. Recent federal efforts
have focused on teacher-developed, teacher-controlled
centers, a response to lobbying by the AFT and the NEA.
In the late 1960 's, the first federal involvement
with the teacher center concept involved structures
known as training complexes. The establishment of train-
ing complexes was called for in the final report of the
National Comjnittee on Teacher Education (an Office of
Education project subcontracted to the American Associa-
tion of Colleges for Teacher Education) entitled Tea-
chers for the Real World (Smith, Cohen, & Pearl, 1969).
The training complexes were to be an interface between
colleges and universities and the schools. Preservice
education figured strongly in the university-developed
training complex proposal. Inservice education, though
included as a function of the centers, received little
emphasis
.
In anticipation of the development of a national
training complex network, as recomm.ended the Ad Hoc
Committee on Training Complexes founded after publication
of Teachers for the. Real World , the federal government
sponsored several sm.all pilot projects in 19 70-1971
under the Trainers of Teacher Trainers (TTT) Program
(Schmieder, 1977). Three of the pilot projects were
established to experiment with the forms of governance
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and delivery systems training complexes might adopt.
An additional four projects were initiated to experiment
with the content areas training complexes might address
(e.g. behavior modification techniques).
In November of 1970, an Office of Education Task
Force (Task Force 72) was established to review programs
in teacher education, including the training complex
idea and the TTT pilots. Unlike the National Committee
on Teacher Education, which had solicited information
almost exclusively from, professors of teacher education.
Task Force 72 discussed the training complex concept at
meetings and conferences with some 13,000 educators
(Miles, 1975). As a result of this broader perspective,
cwo major disagreements with the original training com-
plex proposals surfaced in the Task Force 72 report.
First, whereas the original proposal called for training
complexes to be located on "neutral ground," Task Force
72 concluded that the complexes would not work unless re
lated directly to existing educational institutions.
Secondly, Task Force 72 urged that first priority be
given to inservice training.
In addition to formulating recommendations for
Office of Education policy on teacher education.
Task
Force 72 was provided funds to support and
stimulate
trial projects. The structural pilots initiated under
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the TTT program were continued, but it was the opinion
of Task Force 72 members that training priorities were
better identified at the local level. The four pilots
dealing with content were not. In addition, a number of
training complex pilots emphasizing collaborative
structures were initiated. Task Force 72 also provided
small grants to ten existing university-based Elementary
Education Models in order that they "cultivate their
service areas" with regard to the teacher center concept
(Schmieder, 19 7-7) .
Task Force 72 not only sought input from practi-
tioners but also required that teachers be represented
on the governance boards of all of its projects, project
aoals increasingly were redirected toward the improvement
of inservice education. Furthermore, as the independent
teacher centers began through EDC and other private
foundations flourished, the notion of teacher centers as
a vehicle for inservice education gained support, parti-
cularly among teacher organizations. Much Oj. the con-
ceptual work of the Task Force 72 and the pilots it
supported was to be incorporated later into the 1976
Teacher Center Program legislation.
While program development under Task Force 72 con-
tinued, the Office of Education was engaged in
developing
plans for an amoitious reform strategy called
"Educational
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Renewal" (Schmieder, 1977) . Essentially, educational
renewal was a strategy designed to coordinate federally
funded programs through a case series of teacher cen-
ter-like educational renewal centers. The Senate blocked
the proposal, included in OE's.FY72 budget requests,
primarily because funding for the program would have re-
quired the re-allocation of some categorical grant monies
to a discretionary fund under OE control (Miles, 1975).
Although the mammoth educational renewal program
was not funded, two smaller scale teacher center projects
were begun in 1971. The National Teacher Center Pilot
Program v/as established, and sponsored four large scale
collaborative teacher center models. The National Tea-
cher Center Project was also initiated, sc as to assess
the extent and nature of the teacher center movement
in the United States. The initiation of these two pro-
jects was the last major federal action taken with re-
gard to teacher centers for five years.
In October 1976, the new national Teacher Center
Program (PL 94-482) was signed into law. Much of the
conceptual foundation for the new Teacher Center Program
was laid in the earlier federal efforts reviewed abcve,
e.g. that teacher centers would emphasize current needs,
hands-on experience, curriculum development, and shared
resources. However, the new Program is strikingly
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different in one important aspect
—
governance. Due in
large measure to the influence of the increasingly power-
ful national teacher organizations, the American Fed-
eration of Teachers and the National Education Associa-
tion, classroom teachers are given the majority voice
on governing boards. Although provision is made for
college/university input, program control rests with the
teachers each center is to serve. Institutions of
higher education, and for that matter, state and local
education agencies, not only are not permitted the con-
trol over teacher centers such as they enjoyed in earlier
federal efforts, they are not allowed an equal voice in
the process. .
The second important difference between the new
Teacher Center Program and previous federal programs is
the emphasis on inservice education over preservice
education. As the teacher surplus increased and de-
clining school enrollments resulted in teacher displace-
ment, the need for improved inservice programs became
more evident. Moreover, curriculum reform efforts of
the 1960 's had shown that innovative practices could not
be successfully introduced without acceptance by tea-
chers and continuing staff development efforts (Berman &
McLaughlin, 1975; Lovett & Schraieder, 1977). Teacher
centers were seen as a vehicle for inservice education
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which could be responsive to changing school needs and
priorities as well as to the inservice needs expressed
by teachers.
In the first year of funding under the Teacher
Center Program, sixty centers were funded nationally out
of 486 applications received, for a total of $7,425
million dollars (Farquahar, Note 2) . It remains to be
seen as to how effectively these "new-breed" teacher
centers will implement teacher-controlled inservice
education experiences, and whether or not teacher control
results in more effective inservice education.
Teacher Centers: Common Threads of Governance
and Function
The preceding overview presented a brief sketch of
teacher center programs in several nations. Vfhile the
teacher center programs described have developed in
response to factors unique to each culture, certain
common threads may be distinguished.
The teacher center is viewed internationally as a
vehicle for providing for the professional development
needs of teachers (Crum & Burdin, 1977; DeVault, Egan
& Olmsted, 1978). However, the structure the teacher
center assumes and the basis on which decisions are made
as to what teachers' professional development needs
are
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varies from country to country.
In Japan, control of the teacher center rests with
the prefectural or city governments. Programs are de-
signed to meet local needs, although the priorities of
the Ministry of Education figure strongly in program
design (Azuma, 1976). Japanese centers regularly offer
seminars on practical teaching techniques, and academic
work in subject matter areas, and facilitate meetings
in which teachers share and exchange experiences. Al-
though teachers may request specific courses, generally
the staff of a teacher center plans programs that res-
pond to the needs and priorities of local education
agencies (Azuma, 1976) . •
In Australia, a number of different teacher center
structures exist, geared to the needs of local consti-
tuents. Centers which have been funded primarily by
the Schools Commission must have a majority of classroom
teachers on the governing board and must include commun-
ity representatives as well. Programs in these centers
must provide for community interests in addition to
m.eeting the professional development needs of teachers.
Other centers, which have been funded through the
states
may or may not have a majority of teachers in the
governing board, though generally there is provision
for some teacher and community representation.
Although
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the priorities of state and regional inservice conunittees
heavily influence the program offerings of the state-
supported centers, concerted efforts are made to involve
teachers in program planning, generally through needs
assessment instruments (Skilbeck, Evans, & Harvey, 1976).
Although British teachers are funded primarily
through the local education authorities and therefore sub-
ject somewhat to the influence of LEA priorities, essen-
tially British centers remain functionally autonomous.
Generally, the warden of a center controls program plan-
ning, and develops programs on the basis of his/her know-
ledge of the schools the center serves, and on the basis
of informal and formal needs surveys. At times, indivi-
dual teachers or head teachers will request specific
center programs, and these are accommodated to the degree
possible (Bolam & Porter, 1976) .
Am.erican teacher centers vary considerably in
sources of funding and structures of governance. Many
centers have established governing boards with teachers
in the majority, and those centers newly funded under
the federal Teacher Center Program are required to do so.
Some centers, particularly those involving multi-ins ui-
0
tutional collaboration have governing boards that are
characterized by some sort of priority in representation
of involved groups, e.g. university personnel, local
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education agency representatives, teachers, and parents
or community representatives. Most centers conduct needs
surveys of their service areas, but quite often programs
are planned v/hich reflect the philosophy or orientation
of the center itself (e.g. open education) more than po-
tential client needs.
Teacher centers are popularly viewed as unique from
other types of inservice because they are seen as offering
programs in direct response to teacher needs (Collins,
1974; Devaney & Thorn, 1975). However, a reviev; of the
literature has shown that even teacher center programs are
often developed based upon definitions of need determined
not by teachers, but rather for teachers. The policies of
both the Australian Schools Commission and the United
States Office of Education requiring that teachers have a
majority voice on the governing boards of teacher centers
receiving federal monies is an attempt to insure that
teachers do have a voice in identifying their own pro-
fessional needs for program planning. Whether teachers
participation in their own professional education can
be effected through this kind of legislative m.andate
remains to be seen.
As most teacher centers are interested in engaging
teachers over time, and as Taylor (1977) has noted,
"curriculum materials provide the natural focus for their
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sustained attention" (p. 143), much of the work of
teacher centers involves curriculum concerns. Typical
teacher center offerings m.ight include a workshop on met-
rics, a course on language, arts instruction, or a course
on enviornmental education for the classroom. A great
deal of this work on curriculum is structured simply for
dissemination of information. As Burrell (1976) noted,
despite the rhetoric purporting that teachers centers
offer unique programs in unique formats, the short work-
shop and lecture course continue to dominate. Beyond
the dissemination function, however, teachers centers often
attempt to support curriculum development efforts of
teachers. Most of these curriculum, development projects
are not so much the creation of new curricula, but the
]f0creation of existing materials. The Rand studies-
(Berman & McLaughlin, 1975) showed that this kind of
adaptation of materials to suit local needs "the reinven-
tion of the wheel" activity—was actually very important
to a projects' success. By engaging in curricula- focused
activities, teachers have a chance to gain a sense of
ownership of the materials, and are therefore more likely
to bring back to their classrooms that which they’ve
learned in the teacher center (Taylor, 1977)
.
In line with the curricular focus of teacher
centers
is the more immediate materials and "teaching
survival
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skills" focus. In Britain, this type of activity is
called "tips for teachers;" in the United States it is
known as "make and take," Essentially, this type of
activity is designed to provide teachers with immediate
practical suggestions, which can be brought intact back
to their classrooms. "Make and take" and "tips for
teachers" are dominant activities in teacher centers
(Devaney, 1977)
.
New teacher center users and teachers with little
or no experience most often choose "make and take" acti-
vities (Buxton, 1974). A number of center leaders have
noted that as teachers participate in center activities
over time, they tend to show less preference for the
survival skills activities of "make and take" and more
interest in studying aspects of children's thinking and
learning (Devaney & Thorn, 1975). This perceived develop-
mental professional growth of teachers is supported in
different ways by teachers centers. Some centers main-
tain that this kind of professional growfh will occur
naturally in teachers over time, given the availability
of choices in the program to pursue more advanced in-
terests (Feiman, 1977). Other centers hold that this
growth, though it may occur naturally, should be nurtured
and encouraged. Cenrers that support the latter per-
spective usually offer some form of advisory service.
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whereby an advisor helps support the individual teacher
in a manner that may be described as self-activating
(Feiman, 1977) . Chadwick (Note 3) has criticized British
teacher centers for their tendency to remain at the level
of providing "tips for teachers" and not providing a
theoretical framework for teacher professional growth.
The tendency for "make and take" to dominate teacher
center activity has implications for the effectiveness
of centers in engaging secondary teacher participation,
a point that will be discussed further in a later section
of this chapter.
Teacher centers clearly vary in the orientation they
hold regarding the way teachers' professional educational
development may be supported, and these orientations in-
fluence the strategies centers employ. Feiman (1977) has
identified three district ideological .orientations of
teacher centers; behavioral, humanistic, and developmentax
.
Centers with a behavioral orientation assume that
"teaching is amenable to behavioral analysis and skills
training" (Feiman, 1977, p. 397). A behavioral perspective
assumes that if teachers only had the right information
and the right tools, their teaching would
improve. Centers
with a behavioral orientation expend a good deal
of energy
on diffusion activities, that is, dissemination
of infor-
mation abou-c innovations in classroom
practices, usually
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through presenting pre-packaged modules and curriculum
packages. Behaviorally oriented centers also are likely
to focus on competency based teacher education. Examples
of some centers which have a behavioral orientation are
the Rhode Island Teacher Center and the Texas Teacher
Center Project. Many of the Japanese centers and several
of the non-Schools Comirii-ss ion sponsored Australian centers
also operate from a behavioral perspective.
Centers which have a humanistic orientation emphasize
personalized programs. This is evident in Devaney ' s des-
cription of a teacher center as "a program providing con-
tinuing educarion for practicing teachers which aimed to
be responsive to teachers' own definitions of their con-
tinuing learning needs" (Devaney & Thorn, 1975, p. 22).
The humanistic orientation suggests that teachers have
the internal resources and m^otivation to improve, but
require a nurturing setting in which to experience
growth (Feiman, 1977). The settings usually provided by
teacher centers with this orientation can be characterized
as informal, supportive learning environments which are
influenced to a great degree by the principles of open
education. hs noted earlier, experiences are provided to
stimulate teachers' professional growth, but a non-directive
stance is maintained by center staff. Teachers are alj-oweu
to develop at their own pace. Many of the early
centers
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in the United States reflect humanistic orientation, e.g.
the Teacher Curriculum Work Center in Chicago. British
teacher centers also have tended to maintain a humanistic
orientation (Bailey, 1971) .
Although centers with a developmental perspective
tend to share some of the characteristics of humanistic
based centers, Feiman (1977) maintains that a distinction
exists between these two perspectives. Essentially, cen-
ters with a developmental focus agree with the humanists
that teachers have the internal resources and motivation
to improve, but disagree that center experiences will
automatically stimulate growth. Rather, the develop-
mental orientation leads centers to provide teachers
with structures that help them conceptualize their ex-
periences in ways that influence their teaching behavior
(Feiman, 1977). Thus, these centers _ usually offer
teachers an advisory service and often, curriculum de-
Y0 lopment activities so as to sustain teacher participa
tion over time. The Workshop Center for Open Education
in New York and the Mountain View Center for Environ-
mental Education in Colorado are examples of U.S. center
that hold a developmental perspective. In Britain, some
of the work of teacher centers begun in response to the
White Paper has a similar focus.
fleet som.e blend of the threeMost centers re
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orientations Feiman has distinguished. As Feiman (1977)
notes, however, the concerns which flow from each approach
have implications for program planning. There is, as yet,
little or no evaluative evidence to support one of these
perspectives over the other as a more effective means of
promoting teacher professional development. In fact,
there is considerable support for the notion that each
perspective has value in the right setting and that
adoption of a particular orientation should be situa-
tional response (Patton, 1978).
The question of effectiveness of various teacher
center orientations leads to a fundamental point—to
what end do teacher centers support the professional
development of teachers. All centers are interested in
knowing that what they do with teachers has a positive
effect in the classroom. Fundamentally, teacher centers
are concerned with the improvement of instruction in
classrooms. "Instructional improvement" implies that
changes must be made in current educational arrange-
ments. This raises a critical point. In view of what
the literature revea?LS about the nature of the change
processes in education, how effective are the strategies
used by teacher centers to support and encourage change?
This issue is developed in the following section.
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Teacher Centers and Educational Change
Whatever their orientation, the focus of teacher
centers is primarily upon supporting the individual tea-
cher as learner. It is hoped that the teacher will trans-
form the learning that occurs in the teacher center into
improved practice in the classroom. Centers with human-
istic or developmental orientations tend to hold the view
that improved classrooiri practice will occur incrementally
over time. Centers operating from a behavioral perspec-
tive tend to expect changes in classroom practice of a
more discrete nature, i.e., the adoption of a particular
innovation. In many vrays, the focus of the teacher cen-
ter on the individual teacher as the agent for educational
change may be seen as a reaction to the curriculum reform
failures of the 1960 's. Observers have commented that
these failures were due in large measure to the top-down
change strategies employed and the lack of teacher in-
volveii\ent in planning and development (Berman & Mc-
Laughlin, 1975; Howey, 1974).
While focusing on the individual teacher as rhe
locus of power for educational change addresses some of
the concerns critics raise alpout top-down change strate-
gies, it does not serve to resolve the problem of effect-
ing meaningful educational change. Fullan (1972) has
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explicated the problems experienced by the individual
user (teacher) in initiating and sustaining innovation.
Gracey (1970) has documented the difficulty teachers
experience in sustaining innovations which differ sub-
stantially from the norm of the setting. Sproul (1977)
commented on the isolation and criticism experienced by
teachers who were working for change in their own class-
rooms in the context of large, traditional schools.
Teachers acting in isolation from the system of which
they are members, find that overcoming the inertia of
that system to sustain innovative practices takes extra-
ordinary effort.
Inservice practices, including teacher centers, have
focused alm.ost exclusively on person change as the strategy
for improving instruction. Teacher centers differ from
more traditional inservice practices -primarily in terms
of where the responsibility for initiating programs is
placed. In traditional inservice practices such decisions
are usually the domain of administrators. For example,
an administrator may decide that teachers need to develop
better human relations skills in order to deal effectively
with a desegregation process, and then implement a train-
ing program in that area. Or, a superintendent may
decide to adopt a particular innovation and authorize
an inservice program to assist teachers in
implementing
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the innovation. Although this sane scenario may still
occur in teacher centers, basically the initiation of
programs is presumed to be the responsibility of the
teachers the center serves.
Not all of the work of inservice education is geared
to support innovation; a good deal of inservice supports
professional improvement of teachers within the context of
existing practices. In this regard, the emphasis of in-
service programs, including teacher centers, on the person
is probably quite appropriate. If, however, inservice
education is also meant to support the improvement of in-
struction and, by implication, educational change, then
the focus roust be broadened beyond the level of person
change. Miles (1975) has discussed the implicarions of
the person-centered orientation of teacher centers in
view of the fact that schools are meaningful social
systems
;
If a teacher center places central focus on changes
in the person, the system surrounding the teacher
tends to be largely deprecated, treated as an unfor-
tunate barrier to personal growth, or given up on in
despair. At its best, the teacher center may minister
to the organization's pains (e.g. sense of importance,
isolation and alienation) experienced by teachers;
at its worst, its efforts may become simply pallia-
tive and delusory (p. 206)
.
Programs which focus on system change and neglect
the individual actor in the change effort, such as those
characterized as "top-down" strategies, have been shown
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to be ineffective (Berman & McLaughlin, 1975). Likewise,
programs like teacher centers which focus on the indivi-
dual to the neglect of systemic factors will also be
ineffective in supporting educational change. What is
needed is an inservice approach which will effectively
integrate both aspects--one which attends to the needs
of individual teachers and to organi.zaticnal concerns, or
what Sarason (1971) calls the "culture of the school."
Howey (1975) agrees, observing:
There is little doubt that more personalized responses
to teachers are badly needed. . . . This goal can
be achieved only if attention is also given to
altering markedly the conditions in which leaders
work—which means emphasizing inservice approaches
that look not only at how the individual might
change, but how the schooling environment must
change as well to allow this desired individual
growth (p . 42)
.
Thus, a teacher center that hopes to have an impact
on school improvement will select not only those strate-
gies which will support professional development of tea-
chers, but also strategies which promote system change as
well. The particular strategies and modus opc-randi of a
center should be determined with respect to the context
of the educational setting in which the center is to
function. As the Rand studies have shown, more successful
projects are characterized by this kind of mutual adapta-
tion process (Berman & McLaughlin, 1975) . So, it would
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be inappropriate to suggest that a single acceptable
teacher center model could be developed.
In fact, teacher centers have been generally un-
successful in trying to reach across a broad spectrum
(K-12) . Internationally, teacher centers have been most
effective in dealing with elementary teachers; participa-
tion of secondary teachers in center activities has been
negligible. As the prevalent teacher center model is a
person-change, responsive model with strong roots in the
open education movement (primarily an elementary phenomenon)
,
it seems that there may be specific organizationally-
based factors influencing participation. Certain organi-
zational patterns appear consistent within specific ccn
texts, i.e., similarities and differences between elemen-
tary and secondary school settings may be distinguished.
These distinctive features may be used to develop a
generalized frame of reference. Thus, while it may not
be appropriate to develop a teacher center "prescription"
which would be expected to service the needs of
teachers
at all grade levels, it seems feasible to
discuss elements
that a teacher center should have if it intends
to function
within a particular organizational context,
specifically
secondary schools.
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Teacher Centers for Secondary Schools
In this section the author presents a discussion of
some of the organizational realities of secondary schools
and then discusses the implications of these for the
development of a secondary teacher center. Finally, from
these discussions, the author identifies a number of
elements she feels are necessary for establishing a tea-
cher center program that will support both professional
development and school improvement in secondary settings.
These elements will be used in Chapter Four as a basis
for the analysis of the English High Teachers' Center.
Characteristics of secondary schools and teachers . High
schools differ organizationally from elementary schools
in a number of ways. Generally, high schools service more
students for shorter periods of time than elementary
schools. High schools are departmentalized with respect
to subject area, and often this is carried out as physi-
cal compartmentalization of classes into different sections
of a building by subject area. The larger size and topical
organization of high schools leads to a m.ore layered and
complex administrative structure than is found in elemen-
tary schools. High schools are also characterized
by
batch processing of students, and thus a greater
need foj.
routinization, and a dependence on school-v/ide rules
and
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regulations
.
In addition to these organizational distinctions,
there also seem to be characteristic differences between
teachers at elementary and high school levels. In con-
trast v;ith elementary school teachers, high school tea-
chers view theiaselves as subject matter specialists whose
mission is to transmit knowledge of their particular
subject to students. The preservice education of high
school teachers supports the subject matter orientation
—
less emphasis is placed on development of pedagogical
skills than on content. Mann (1975) notes that as a
result, "high school teachers consistently subordinate
process considerations to topic coverage" (p. iii-42)
.
High school teachers tend to be more unionized than their
elementary colleagues, and seem m.ore concerned with the
political aspects of schooling. Miller (Note 4) has
commented that high school teachers are predominantly
men
.
There are also physical and psychological differences
in the space within which elem.entary and secondary tea-
c;h0rs operate. Usually an elementary teacher operates
v/ithin the confines of a self-contained classroom through-
out the school day. In a sense, that classroom belongs
to the teacher, and constitutes the primary frame of
reference for that teacher. Also, in most elementary
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schools a. tGachor has the samo group of students for most
of the day throughout the school year.
On the other hand, secondary teachers generally in-
struct students in groups of about thirty, during forty-
five minute time blocks, five times -each week. Not only
does a secondary teacher see different students every
period, s/he may also see different students each semester,
depending on the scheduling process at a particular
school. Very often, secondary teachers do not have a
classroom which "belongs" to them, but must share a space
or move from room to room during the school day. Due to
some of the organizational factors discussed earlier,
there are many more administrative tasks required in
secondary schools, and high school teachers are often
assigned at least one period of administrative duty each
day. Thus, for high school teachers, the frame of ref-
erence includes not only their individual classrooms,
but also their department affiliations and the entire
school facility.
What are the consequences of these characteristics
for school improvement efforts in secondary schools ?
Mann (1975) has identified how a number of these factors
can act as barriers to educational change. He notes
that most change projects emphasize process concerns,
and that high school teachers, preoccupied with subject
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matter concerns, are naturally resistent to such efforts.
Topic specialization also contributes to the factionaliz-
ing of high school staffs into rival groups—core or
required subject teachers vs. elective subject teachers.
The lack of cooperation resulting from such rivalry miti-
gates against innovations such as team teaching, inter-
disciplinary studies, or flexible scheduling (Mann, 1975).
The fact that high school teachers see a great many
more students for shorter spans of time for only one
subject area exerts a strong influence. High school tea-
chers are less likely to see great gains in learning in
their students than are elementary teachers, and thus
are less likely to feel that they can influence students
significantly (Mann, 1975) . High school teachers have a
mandate to cover a set portion of their subject area
within courses, and due to the routinization of high
school scheduling, are more likely to rely on lecture
techniques to accomplish this task. They generally have
less experience in grouping strategies than do elementary
teachers, and are thus more resistant to efforts aimed
at individualizing instruction.
The complexity of the administrative structure at the
high school level affects how teachers view their role
in
innovation. The layers of administration in a high school
seem to influence negatively the perceptions of
teachers
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with regard to their ability to affect change. Change
seems to be just that much more difficult to bring about
when a teacher is faced with having to obtain the appro-
val of several authorities. Interestingly, the red
tape of the high school administration can also serve as
a convenient scapegoat. As innovation is risky and in-
volves a high energy commitment, it is often easier,
and safer, for a high school teacher to avoid carrying out
an innovative idea on the presupposition that "the ad-
ministration would never buy it."
The physical and psychological space high school
teachers relate to also influences teachers' sense of
efficacy in implementing change efforts. Because a high
school teacher relates to the building as a whole, and
not to one classroom of twenty- five students as does an
elementary teacher, it is far more likely that a high
school teacher will feel overwhelmed by the task of
change. Within the complex structure characteristic
of large high schools, it is difficult to see any posi-
tive effects from a change made by an individual teacher.
Thus, there are far fewer rewards for innovative high
school teachers than there are for their elementary
colleagues
.
A secondary staff development program designed to
support school improvement efforts must take into
account
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these characteristics of high school teachers and the
realities of high school settings. The teacher center
model holds some promise as a vehicle for secondary staff
development because its orientation toward person change
focuses attention on the needs of the teacher as learner.
However, if the teacher center is to be effective in
supporting change at the secondary level, it must attend
to organizational realities of the high school setting
as well.
Elements necessary for a secondary teacher center . The
underlying purpose of most staff development activity
is the improvement of schooling. The author firmly be-
lieves that staff developers, including teacher center
leaders who wish to improve schools, must frankly acknow-
ledge that educational change is the raison d ' etre of their
programs and must actively seek ways of integrating
staff development and school improvement efforts. This
is particularly critical at the secondary level where,
to date, staff development and school improvement
efforts,
undertaken separately, have borne little fruit.
The teacher center is a promising vehicle for this
kind of integrated approach because it has a
structure
that provides for a continuity of effort over
time which
is missing from most staff development and
change efforts.
The following criteria for a secondary
teacher center were
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developed based upon a review of the literature on both
educational change and teacher centers, and from the
author's experience in secondary school settings. These
elements are not offered as a general teacher center pres-
cription but as a specific framework for designing and
evaluating a secondary teacher center which will support
educational change.
An attractive site-based physical space . The literature
suggests that the location of a center influences the
participation rate of secondary teachers for several reason
(Bradley, 1974) . First, because high schools are usually
much larger then elementary schools they tend to have
within the building a greater pool of resources. Second-
ary teachers are much less likely to have the need to look
outside of their ov/n building for the basic kinds of re-
sources many teacher centers offer. Secondly, the larger
staffs typical of high schools offer a much greater oppor-
tunity for social interaction than is possible at small
elementary schools. A secondary teacher center should be
site-based so that it can help mobilize and coordinate .
the human and physical resources already available within
high schools.
A physical location on-site is also a critical
element for a secondary teacher center because it allows
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for continued presence in the school of an entity (people
and resources) committed to supporting teacher growth and
institutional change. Presence over time is important
because it allows for trust-building; teachers get to
know that the center isn't going to disappear after three
months, that it isn't trying to force everyone to change,
and that it's safe to ask for help in improving your teach-
ing because the place isn't bugged by the administration.
Presence also allows the center to capitalize on a ripple
effect. There are always those teachers who v;ill be will-
ing to try out new programs and ideas, teachers who are
alv/ays on the lookout for new resources. The ripple effect
happens when a teacher who isn't usually so quick to inno-
vate or seek resources sees a colleague in action who is,
and decides it might be nice to try something new. The
continued presence on-site of a teacher center permits low-
energy access to resources so that a teacher motivated by
the ripple effect can initiate contact without risk or a
large investment of energy. The center can then, again
because of presence, be aggressive in helping the teacher
follow through on the initial involvement.
An attractive, physical location on-site gives a
secondary teacher center an opportunity to support and
encourage the socialization, morale-building, and group-
building im.portant to change efforts. Even at the
high
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school level, where the staffs are often four to six times
larger than elementary schools in the same district, there
is a paucity of interaction among teachers. Much of the
social interaction that does occur in the typical lunch
room or teachers’ lounge is non-school related, tension
relieving banter—what Lieberman and Miller (1978) call
"griping and jousting." Having a room in a high school
that is set aside as a relaxing resource/work/leari;iing
space for teachers, vrith simple amenities like a coffee
pot, some comfortable chairs and low tables, encourages
socialization among teachers and provides a space in the
school where talk about school-related issues is acceptable.
Finally, a site-based location is important if a
secondary teacher center is going to attempt to support
school improvement efforts. The literature has shown that
increasingly the single school is being considered the
primary unit of change; change efforts attempted district-
wide do not have the same impact or success (Goodlad,
1975) .
Problem-cente red orientation . The focus of many change
efforts is in providing solutions. Daft & Becker (1978)
have noted that many times the identification of a solu-
tion is taken as a starting point for the innovative
process, with educators picking the problem to match the
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solution. A problem-centered approach focuses on
identification of issues important to the improvement
of school functioning and encourages teachers to seek and
adapt solutions for problems they have identified. Having
had a hand in identifying the critical issues, it is pre-
sumed that teachers will then be more committed to imple-
menting solutions.
A problem-centered focus provides a lever by which
a teacher center can engage teachers in meaningful dia-
logue. By supporting and stretching the limits of this
dialogue, the center can help teachers engage in developing
and implementing solutions. By adopting a problem-
centered focus a secondary teacher center can support both
the professional development of teachers and improvement
of school practice.
An institutional partnership . Miles (1964) has questioned
whether a school has the capability of identifying and
solving its own problems, to be self-renewing. Goodlad
(1975) has discussed the productivity that results from a
creative tension between inner (school-based) forces and
outer (non-schcol) forces. A high school, in and of
itself, is usually too overwhelmed with maintenance con-
cerns to engage in long-range planning and development.
A secondary teacher center, located on-site in a
high
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school with no outside resources could become so parochial
in view that it would be ineffective in supporting re-
newal activities. For a secondary teacher center to be
effective in supporting school improvement, it must serve
as a vehicle for engaging outside resources with school
resources
,
The literature suggests that it is not so much the
nature of the outside resource engaged as it is the manner
in which the relationship is carried out that is the
critical issue. The Rand studies have shown that outside
"expert" consultants have been pretty much ineffective
(Berman & McLaughlin, 1977) . Typically, consultants
are individuals brought in to deliver a product or a
service. What is needed is not a parade of individual
consultants, but the collaboration over time between the
high school and another institution which can help pro-
vide the distance and perspective needed for school
problem-solving and renewal. It is important to have an
institution as a collaborating partner and not merely an
individual because an institution provides for greater
fluidity of resources which may be tapped as the need
demands. The "other institution" may be a university, a
school of education, a museum., or even a corporation.
Again, the crucial factor is that the institution and the
school, through the vehicle of the teacher center, are
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able to work over time as collaborating partners for
school improvement.
A cooperative governance structure . The governance of a
teacher center is a critical issue in that it symbolizes
the power interplay among collaborating partners. There
is considerable disagreement among teacher center advocates
as to how a governing body for a center should be struc-
tured. New federal regulations call for classroom tea-
chers having at least a fifty-one percent vote on the
governing board. On the other hand, the American Associa-
tion of Colleges for Teacher Education has called for
"a collaborative model with parity for all partners"
(Pomeroy, 1977, p. 155).
j-t is important for a secondary teacher center to
have a governance structure which addresses squarely the
political issues involved. The governance structure
should provide a means of involving both primary pro-
viders (e.g. those with the power or influence to commit
resources and support) and primary consumers (e.g. tea-
chers and the immediate school community). However,
the
governance structure devised for a secondary teacher
cent,
must provide flexibility in management, so
as to allow
for changes in center operations in response
to varying
developmental needs of the teachers and the
school the
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center serves.
Staffing for flexibility and stability . Human resources
are among the most important resources any teacher center
offers^ that is a center provides people to serve as
advisors, consultants, resource/knowledge linkers, tea-
chers, coordinators, trainers, and facilitators. A second-
ary teacher center needs two distinct- staffing patterns:
a flexible, short-term staffing capability and a stable
long-term staff.
The flexible short-term staffing capability would
permit the center to bring in on an as-rieeded basis those
oersons who could provide different kinds of programs and
services. Included in this group would be people v;ho
would serve as instructors, consultants, evaluators, and
workshop leaders. These roles might be filled variously
j-jy teachers from within the school or from other high
schools, administrators, professors, or experts in a
particular field, among others.
The stable, long-term staff of a secondary teacher
center would comprise the Management Team. The task of
this staff would be to identify staff development needs,
to plan and carry out programs in the center to
meet
these needs, to seek out available resources, to
conduct
on-going informal formative evaluations of the
teacher
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center and make appropriate programming adjustments
based on such evaluations, to monitor school improvement
efforts, and to serve as a resource for the users of the
center
.
The literature suggests that persons comprising the
Management Team for a center should possess certain per-
sonal characteristics. The Rand study noted, for example,
that more successful change projects were directed by
persons who were able to remain naively optimistic about
the project (Berman & McLaughlin, 1975) . Daft and Becker
(1973) identified this kind of person as an "idea champ-
ion." An idea champion is a person who can see an inno-
vative project through to implementation. Furthermore,
an idea champion is persistent, persuasive, a true be-
T_i0V0r in the idea being advocated, and is politically
astute in the sense that s/he can enlist the support of
influential individuals, and can collaborate and compro-
mise when necessary (Daft & Becker, 1978). The persons
chosen for the Management Team of a secondary teacher
center should be able to function as idea champions
for
the center, both within the high school and within
the
collaborating institution.
Adaptive, institutionally- focused prograngnina-
A secondary
teacher center requires progranraing which is
substantially
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different from that now offered in most teacher centers.
Hands-on, make and take, process-oriented activities, and
responsrvG program development have failed to engaae the
interest of secondary teachers and are not generally an
effective means of stimulating school reform (Devaney,
1977; Miles, 1975) . A secondary teacher center should
sponsor programs and activities which are directly linked
v;ith institutional issues, such as' curriculum development
or management strategies. These programs should not be
fixed and predetermined, but should be able to be adapted
to meet the changing needs of the teachers and the school
the center serves. In this sense the secondary teacher
center should actively engage in the process identified
by Berman and McLaughlin (1975) as m.utual adaptation.
That is, the secondary teacher center should not only
seek to shape and change the school and its teachers,
but it should also be willing and ready to be shaped and
changed by the school and its teachers.
The programs a secondary teacher center offers should
not be aeared solely for teachers as individuals, but
should impact on a number of organizational levels. A
secondary teacher center should actively work to involve
teachers in group problem-solving processes. Because
many high school teachers as individuals can feel over-
whelmed by the task of innovation, or can feel helpless
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to change the organization, a secondary teacher center
should seek ways of empowering teachers to make changes,
and a group effort is one way of accomplishing this goal.
In attempting this approach the center should work co-
operatively with the principal in identifying school
improvement needs and priorities. The support of the
principal has been shown by the literature to be critical
in developing an effective program of change (Goodlad,
1975)
,
and enhances the chances that teachers will ex-
perience success in implementing change through center-
sponsored activities.
Teacher centers generally offer a variety of acti-
vities in order to provide access to teachers with differing
professional needs. A secondary teacher center should
also maintain this flexibility in both programjn.ing and ex-
pectations so that it may serve as a resource for all
teachers in the school. A developmental, orientation
toward teacher professional growth, as described by
Feiman (1977), should be adopted by a secondary center.
That is, a secondary center should actively seek to
involve teachers in activities which will enhance their
growth as professionals and will contribute to school
improvement. A secondary teacher center should be
aggressively, not passively, responsive in supporting
the
developmental growth of teachers.
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Multiple incentives for participants
. A secondary center
should provide a variety of incentives so as to appeal to
the varying motivations of teachers. An on-site location
allov/s for easy access to programs and allows for parti-
cipation during the school day. Collaboration with a
college or university would provide the capacity to de-
velop graduate credit options for teachers participating
in certain center program.s. A secondary teacher center
should offer services and programs throughout the day, as
many secondary school teachers have an unassigned "plan-
ning and development" period each day. In addition, a
secondary teacher center should make arrangements to pro-
vide released-time for teachers to attend center spon-
sored programs during the day. This could be arranged
in a number of ways—through outside funding, through a
cooperative arrangement with the principal, or through
covering of teachers' classes by center staff.
A secondary teacher center could also provide fin-
ancial incentives to encourage teachers to act on their
innovative ideas. Support could be arranged through a
variety of mecins, through school or district discretion-
ary funds, through outside funding, or if need be through
a petty cash fund supported by nominal charges for certain
center services.
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A hard/soft funding mix . A secondary teacher center should
not depend solely on soft money for its survival. Even in
the initial stages a secondary teacher center should have
some commitment of school and/or institutional resources.
Without a hard-funding core it is unlikely that a second-
ary teacher center would become institutionalized.
What should the hard/soft funding mix be? First,
there should be a commitment of personnel. A collabora-
ting college or university could agree that work done by
professors through the center would count as part of
their regular work load. At the minimum, the school
principal could designate the teacher center as an admin-
istrative duty assigning one or more teachers to the cen-
ter during their administrative periods. Ideally, the
principal could identify the role of teacher center co-
ordinator as a full-time position in ‘the school.
In addition, to provision of personnel, the school
should commit physical resources to the secondary tea-
cher center. The school should provide a space and seme
basil c furnishings (e.g. tables, bookcases, etc.) for the
center. The school could also provide the center with
audiovisual equipment and software resources by designa-
ting the teacher center as the coordinating facility for
^X1 instructional media in the building.
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Soft funding can be used for providing an initial
supply of resources for the center and for supporting
program frills that would entice teacher participation,
particularly in the beginning. Soft money would thus be
used for travel costs, financial incentives for teachers
or costs of bringing in consultants. It would probably
be necessary also to use soft money to fund, at least
initially, part of the Managem.ent Team personnel costs.
In summary, the literature and the author's prac-
tical experience suggest several elements required for
establishing a secondary teacher center, that, will suppor
both professional development and school improvement.
These elements are;
1. An attractive site-based physical space
2. A problem-centered orientation
3. An institutional partnership
4. A cooperative governance structure
5. Staffing for flexibility and stability
6. Adaptive institutionally- focused programming
7. Multiple incentives for participants
8. A hard/soft funding mix
These criteria will be used in Chapter Four in
analyzing the subject of this case study, the English
High Teachers* Center in Boston, Massachusetts.
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Summary and Conclusions
In the first section of this chapter the author
reviewed the literature on educational change, particularly
with regard to the implementation issue. It was found
that while a good inservice program was considered crucial
to the successful implementation of change efforts, few
appropriate inservice models exist. However, it was noted
that in recent years the teacher center had gained atten-
tion as a promising mode of inservice.
In the second section of this chapter the author
reviewed the teacher center movement, beginning with an
analysis of its historical development in four nations
—
Japan, Australia, Great Britain and the United States.
The author then examined the various kinds of teacher
centers, identifying some common threads of governance,
function and purpose. Next, the author presented a dis-
cussion on the manner in which teacher centers in general
have supported educational change and identified some of
the difficulties attached to the person-centered approach
to change typical of most teacher centers. It was sug-
gested that the person-centered orientation was in part
a reason for the failure of teacher centers
to attract
secondary teachers on a regular basis. It was
further
suggested that a different approach was required
for the
secondary school context.
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In the last section, the author examined some of
the issues involved in developing a teacher center model
for secondary schools. First, the author presented a
discussion of the organizational characteristics of high
schools and the personal characteristics of high school
teachers, and the implications of these characteristics
for school improvement and staff development efforts.
Finally, based on the literature and the author's prac-
tical experience, eight criteria required for secondary
teacher centers, if they are to support both the profes-
sional development of teachers and improvement of high
school programs, were developed.
CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
This chapter describes the case study method utilized
by the author, acting as participant observer, to examine
a site-based secondary teacher center, the English High
Teachers’ Center in Boston, Massachusetts. In Chapter IV
the case study is presented, and a comparison is made be-
tween the characteristics of the English High Teachers’
Center and the criteria for a secondary teacher center
developed in Chapter II.
Rationale for the Case Study Method
The case study is one of the research methods
referred to as qualitative, phenomenological, or ethno-
graphic. Although the qualitative methods had gained
Dopularity in the 1920 's and 1930 ’s, particularly in the
field of sociology, they came to be viewed as less rigor-
ous than empirical methods, and quantitative methods came
to dominate the research paradigm.
In recent years, however, there has been a growing
acceptance of the case study and other qualitative
methods among researchers, particularly in education
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(Bogdan & Taylor, 1975; Lutz & lannoccone
,
1969; Rist,
1978; Wilson, 1977). The trend toward preferring quali-
tative methods over quantitative methods seems to be
stimulated in part because of a dissatisfaction with the
knowledge yield from empirical studies of educational
practice. Rapoport and Horvath (1958) criticize empirical
methods because they are based on the erroneous assurap-
tion that "a complex phenomenon can be understood by
treating it as if it can be broken up into a temporal
chain of events, all connected by determinate 'causal*
relations" (p. 74)
.
Lutz and Ramsey (1974) comment that
such statistical studies of separate variables within the
organizational process have "tested ungrounded and often
meaningless hypotheses" (p. 5)
.
Qualitative methods provide a different kind of
information base than do quantitative. methods . Stake
(1978) has commented that qualitative research, using
methods and presenting findings in ways which most ap-
proximate the natural experience of ordinary personal
involvement, can best facilitate the de/elopment of
"naturalistic understanding" (p. 6.). Moreover, qualita-
tive methods are seen as particularly useful for
research
conducted in the early stages ’of a movemenu because
they help investigators in identifying and
classifying
important characteristics of a phenomenon (Lutz
S
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lannoccone
,
1969).
The need for systematic descriptive studies of the
teacher center movement has been stated by Fei.man (1978)
,
Schmieder (1977)
,
and Shulmian (1978)
,
among others.
Thus, a case study approach was chosen for this inquiry in
order that the essential characteristics of the processes
involved in implementing a teacher center, and particu-
larly in providing teacher center programs for secondary
educators, may be more fully understood.
Research Procedures
Two primary research procedures were employed in
the case study to produce the descriptive data: (a) archi-
val research and analysis of documents, and (b) participant
observation. These, coupled with an examination of the
organizational history of the setting, should provide the
reader w’ith an indepth look at the problem.s associated
with the implementation of a secondary teacher center.
Wilson (19 77) supports this approach by noting that :-.n
order to generalize research results to events in the
v;orld, researchers must take into account the influence
of the natural setting on whatever behaviors they are
study
ing
.
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Archival research and analysis of documents
. This
research procedure involves the collection of data from
the various records and documents relevant to the English
High Teachers' Center. These documents provided facts
not directly accessible to the author through participant
observation. Additionally, this material is meaningful
to the case study because it is not shaped by the author's
own preconceptions. A limitation, however, is that this
data cannot be questionned for clarification as can an
interviewee
.
Participant observation . Zelditch (1969) states that par-
ticipant observation involves direct observation and par-
ticipation by a field worker within a context of ongoing
social relations, which includes interviewing participants
during events as they occur. McCall and Simmons (1969)
p]f0 f0 i^ 0 broader definition of participant observation.
They emphasize that
participant observation is a research style or
strategy v/hich utilizes a wide range of techniques
such as observation, interviewing, document analy-
sis, and participation. As a research style it is
unstructured in design, therefore maximizing discovery
and description rather than systemtitic testing of
theories (McCall & Simmons, 1969, Preface).
Since 1975 the author had held one of the two Flexible
Campus Coordinator positions at the English High School.
As Flexible Campus Coordinator the author was
responsible
for coordinating the involvement of English
High in its
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collaborative programs with the University of Massachusetts,
Amherst, and two other universities, as well as for helping
to administer alternative programs for English High
students
.
When the idea for a teacher center-like program for
English High was first proposed by the two Flexible Campus
Coordinators in the fail of 1976, the author decided to
docum.ent and observe the development and implementation
of this innovative project. Because she already "owned"
a position in the society to be studied, the author was
able to assume the role described by Lutz and lannoccone
as "participant as observer." In this role the author
functioned in a natural capacity and did not assume an
"undercover" identity. All of the parties involved in the
case study were aware of the author's dual role as both
participant and researcher.
A number of limitations are attendant to the role
of participant as observer, most significantly the problem
of being in too intimate a contact with the subject and
spending more time participating than observing. The
fact that the program was based full-time on-site at the
high school created special problems in this regard, which
will be considered in a section of Chapter V. Other
limitations of the role involve the difficulty in distin-
guishing fact from the author's interpretation of the
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data, and, finally, the difficulty in the author's
maintaining a critical perspective on her own role within
the study.
CHAPTER IV
PRESENTATION OF THE CASE STUDY
In this chapter, the case study of the English High
Teachers' Center is presented. In the first section a
brief history of the English High School and its collabora-
tion with the University of Massachusetts, Amherst is re-
lated so as to set the organizational context for the study.
The case study itself is presented in three stages: initia-
tion, original implementation, and adapted implementation.
In the first stage the initiation of the Teachers' Center
is recounted, from the time the idea was first discussed
in December 1976 through the preparations for opening the
center in September 1977. In the next stage the original
implementation of the English High Teachers' Center -is
examined, representing the first six months of center
operation, from September 1977 through February 1978.
In the third stage the adapted implementation of the
Teachers' Center, covering the period from March 1978
through February 1979, is discussed. The presentation
of the case study was organized into these three stages
so as to distinguish the different processes and dynamics
involved during initiation and various stages of imple-
mentation (Berman & McLaughlin, 1974)
.
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Organizational History
The English High School^ located in the Fenway area
of Boston, is the oldest public high school in the United
States, having been established in 1821. Over the past
decade the school has undergone enormous changes. These
changes were critical in their effect upon the philosophy
and programs of the school, and set a climate for school-
wide renewal, and thus a critical need for staff develop-
ment in the middle 1970 's.
The English High School had served male students,
predominantly white, in grades 10-12 drawn from through-
out the city of Boston through the early 1960 's. The
school enjoyed a prestigious reputation, second only to
its traditional rival and neighbor, Boston Latin School,
among the public schools in Boston.
In 1962, the Boston School Committee designated
English High as the only four year high school in the
city, making it the high school for students from feeder
middle schools which the Committee had established only
in those districts which were predominantly black. By
1968 the racial composition of English High had shifted
from over eighty-five percent white to over eighty-five
p
percent black. Civil rights and student activism in
the
late 1960 's and early 1970 's impacted English
High in the
and violence, and pressure forform of student boycotts
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curricula reform and relevance. Some sense of school
community was restored briefly in 1972 when the students
and faculty found themselves united in a political
struggle over the new facility, then under construction.
An attempt had been made to have the new facility designated
as the Girls' Latin School instead of the English High
School, but concerted action by the administration, faculty,
students, and parents prevented this move.
In 1972, the first female students were admitted to
English High. In 1974, additional dramatic changes oc-
curred as a result of a federal district court order to
desegregate the Boston Public Schools. Under Phase I of
the desegregation plan ordered by Federal Judge W. Arthur
Garrity, English High became a district school serving
students from predominantly black Roxbury , and predominantly
white West Roxbury. Under this plan, ninety-five percent
of the 2,000 students assigned to English High School
during the 1974-1975 school year were new to the school.
Furthermore, 1974-1975 was also the first year of full
occupancy in the new ten story facility. As a result of
expanded enrollment possible with the new facility, the
staff during that first year under desegregation doubled
in size from sixty to 120 teachers. That same year
was
also the first year of implementation of Massachusetts’
comprehensive special education law (Chapter 766)
,
which
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provided programs for students with special needs in the
regular high school setting. Finally, in 1974-1975 a new
Headmaster had been appointed at English High.
Under Phase II of the federal desegregation plan
for 1975-1976, English High lost its designation as a
district school, but instead became again a city-wide
school in the newly created Magnet School District. As a
magnet school, English High drew its student population
from throughout the city, and the student population
shifted again, with over fifty percent of the student body
new to the school in 1975-1976.
As a school in the magnet district, English High
was to develop special programs which would attract and
retain students of varied racial and ethnic backgrounds.
As part of the Phase II order, English High was assigned
a visual and performing arts magnet. -The arts magnet met
with strong opposition from the faculty and administration
of English High, on the grounds that the magnet was too
restrictive, that it represented a threat to tne tradition
of English High as a comprehensive school, and that it
would lead to inefficient and ineffectual utilization of
the new multi—million dollar tower facility.
An alternative magnet theme proposal was developed
and endorsed by all segments of the English High
community.
The magnet proposal stated that English High would
provide
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a variety of educational options geared to meet the
individual needs and interests of students, including, but
not limited to, programs in the visual and performing
arts. This magnet was called the Method of Developing
Effective Learning (MODEL)
,
and reflected a commitment on
the part of the faculty and administration to develop
different teaching strategies and programs, different
MODELS, to provide for differences in learning styles and
interests among students. The change in the magnet theme
of English High from the visual and performing arts to
MODEL was subsequently approved by the Superintendent, the
Boston School Committee and the federal court.
Since 1975-1976, the English High School has remained
a magnet school, with MODEl (that is, the availability of
educational options) as its magnet theme. The student body
has slowly stabilized, and the faculty has grown to in-
clude 165 teachers and support staff. Some program de-
velopment and implementation of the MODEL theme has
occurred, although it has been primarily in the areas of
original interest to the federal court, that is the visual
and performing arts (these areas having been supplemented
by state funding since 1975)
.
Beginning in the sumirier.of 1975 the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst engaged in a collaborative effort
with English High School to support the development of
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innovative programs consistent with the MODEL theme and to
engage teachers in a comprehensive program of staff de-
velopment structured around a graduate degree program. The
collaboration has been supported under Chapter 636, state
aid to desegregation, and has involved considerable in-kind
contributions from both institutions as well.
As originally designed, the collaboration concentrated
its activities on the degree program, providng courses to
English High staff members on-site, and on the development
and funding of alternative programs. English High staff
were encouraged to enter into graduate degree programs
through the doctorate. Funding and consultative support
was made available to teachers interested in designing and
implementing alternative programs for students. The
collaborative was designed to provide broad-based support
to English High in order that the school could engage in
self-renewal. Despite these efforts, however, the per-
centage of teachers involved in staff development efforts
by the fall of 1976 was low (approximately twenty- five
percent) , and, beyond some isolated successes with
alterna-
tive program development, little concerted effort
had been
expended in implementing the MODEL curriculum.
The Headmaster, who was responsible for
implementing
the MODEL curriculum at the school, found
himoelf increas
ingly unable to attend to curriculum and
staff development
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concerns because of the additional administrative duties
brought on by the desegregation order and the continuing
involvement of the federal court. At the same time, the
central administration of the school department was
demanding that all schools develop comprehensive three
year plans for school philosophy and programs. In order
to support these changes, the Headmaster was forced to
delegate much of the administrative responsibility for
curriculum and staff development. The task fell to the
two Flexible Campus Coordinators at the school, who had
previously been responsible for overseeing all on- and off-
campus alternative programs for students.
In the fall of 1976 , the two coordinators in the
English High Flexible Campus office thus found themselves
faced with additional responsibilities for (a) college
and university collaborations, (b) the John Hancock Busi-
ness Partnership, (c) the development of alternative pro-
grams, (d) grant writing, and (e) resource and program
facilitation. Because of the heavy workload resulting
from these responsibilities and an increase in
student
enrollment in Flexible Campus Programs, as well as
the
awareness of the coordinators that implementing
the MODEL
there would require a broad base of involvement
in
December 1976 the two coordinators proposed
an alternative
method of supporting change.
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Initiation Stage
The alternative method of supporting change
developed by the coordinators was a teacher center-like pro-
gram they called the "Alternative Resource Center" or "ARC."
As conceived by the coordinators, the ARC was to meet the
needs of both students and staff at the school. It was to
provide for teacher-to-teacher, teacher-to-student , and
other supporting relationships which would be developed
through a wide range of services, including--a resource
library, a data bank containing information on students
and programs of the school, workshops, mini-grants, staff-
to-staff retraining, and parent, student, university, and
business consulting. The coordinators developed and sub-
mitted a grant proposal for the ARC under ESEA Title IV-C
however, this proposal was not funded.
At the same time the ARC Title IV-C proposal was
being developed, the redesigning of the UMas s/Amherst/
English High Chapter 636 proposal came under
consideration,
primarily because the Policy Board of the
collaboration
had indicated that the programs supported
under the 1976-
1977 proposal were not impacting enough
of the staff at
the school. Among the reasons for
this, the Policy Board
felt, were the emphases of the
collaborative to date on
the degree program and the development
of alternative
programs, and the overextension of the
Flexible Campus
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Coordinators which resulted in a lack of a consistent
leadership effort at the school level.
Several of the weaknesses of the collaboration's
programs were detailed in the March 1976 "636" Interim
Evaluation Report of the Pairing of the English High
School and the University of Massachusetts/Amherst. A
major recommendation of the Evaluation Report was that the
collaboration should seek to widen its focus through
establishing a Resource Center. Acting on this recommen-
dation, the UMass/Amherst/English High Policy Board directed
the Flexible Campus Coordinators and the University of
Massachusetts represenative , Philip Stec, to develop a
substantially revised 636 proposal for 1977-1978. Further,
they suggested at their March meeting that the new pro-
posal should reflect many of the basic concepts of the
ARC proposal.
A series of meetings were held by the three
writers
with the Policy Board and other interested staff.
During
these meetings alternatives to the 1976 proposal
were
explored and recommendations were suggested
for the 1977
1978 proposal. Following this series of
meetings writing
sessions were held. Each of the writers
was assigned a
section of the proposal to develop. The
three writers
then collectively reviewed and revised
the sections
A draft of the proposal was
submitted
wherever necessary.
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to the Policy Board and other interested staff for feedback
and recommendations.
The new 636 grant proposal which resulted from these
sessions was then resubmitted to the Policy Board for
approval in March, 1977, and to the English High Racial
Ethnic Parent Council in April, 1977. Following unanimous
approval by both of these bodies the proposal was submitted
to the Boston School Committee, and then to the State
Department of Education in June, 1977 and was approved for
implementation in the 1977-1978 school year.
The 1977-1978 636 proposal provided for the establish-
ment of a Center for Secondary Education Opions (CSEO)
which would provide services to teachers, and through the
teachers to students of English High. The Center was to be
organized conceptually in terms of six support laboratories.
1. MODEL Laboratory—Through this laboratory, support
was to be provided to teachers, administrators,
and students in developing, assessing, and modify-
ing the curriculum of English High consisuent
with the MODEL magnet theme.
2. Teaching-Learning Laboratory—This laboratory
was
designed to help teachers explore, analyze,
and
improve their own classroom teaching. This
waS to
include training in identifying and matching
teaching and learning styles, the
identification
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of praiseworthy teaching practices at the school,
and the building of peer supervisory teams.
Activities of this laboratory were to include
one-on-one diagnostic assessment, experimenting
with micro-teaching opportunities, and the de-
velopment of models of a variety of teaching
styles as demonstrated by practicing teachers at
English High.
3. Alternative Resource Laboratory—One of the ARC'S
primary purposes was to provide information to
faculty who wished to explore alternatives to
their current mode of instruction. The function
of the Alternative Resource Laboratory was to
assist faculty in the development, implementation,
and assessment of alternative programs.
4. Materials Laboratory—This laboratory was designed
to afford teachers the opportunity to explore
materials gathered from Boston and comparable
urban schools, and from publishing companies.
Displays in skills areas were to be established
and supplemental materials and activities were to
be available on loan.
5. Community Resource Laboratory—This laboratory
was
to identify and cultivate community
resources
which would directly benefit the students
and
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teachers of English High. The conununity from
which these resources were to be drawn included
Boston area businesses, cultural and educational
institutions, and human resources in the Greater
Boston area.
6. Basic Skills Improvement Laboratory—This labora-
tory was to provide direct service to English
High School students in the areas of reading and
mathematics. UMass/Amherst student teachers, under
the direction of two Teaching Assistants, were
each to devote two academic periods to tutoring
students in basic skills areas. The development
of basic skills emphasis in regular classes was
to
be carried out by providing instructional support
to teachers, and by suggesting to teachers
new
approaches to curriculum design and instructional
methods
.
The governance structure for the CSEO
was also de-
tailed in the proposal. The Center for
Secondary Options
was to be jointly managed by the Program
Development
specialist, who was UMass employed asigned
full-time on-site
and one of the Flexible Campus_
Coordinators , who was to
spend one-third time working in the
CSEO. The CSEO Policy
Board was to set policy and to
oversee all activities of
the CSEO.
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After receiving funding approval in early June 1977,
Philip Stec, the Program Development Specialist, and the
two Flexible Campus Coordinators, James Buckley and Margaret
LeGendre, began the planning activities necessary to pre-
pare for the opening of the Center for Secondary Educa-
tional Options in September, 1977. The first task was
to identify space in the school as a location for the
Center
.
A room on the sixth floor of the high school's ten
g-^ory tower building was identified as a possible site.
The room was fairly large (30' x 35') and as it was located
in an outside corner, it was walled on two sides v/ith
windows. Located adjacent to the school's library, the
room was being used primarily for storage by the librarian.
Negotiations for the room took place between the librarian,
the audiovisual coordinator and the planning team. By
promising the librarian some sorely-needed secretarial
help, and by shouldering some of the responsibility
for
classifying, cataloguing, and distributing soft-ware
materials for the audiovisual coordinator (an art
teacher
who was only scheduled for one forty
minute period per
day for audiovisual duties) , the planning
team was allowed
to claim the space for the CSEO.
The room was well-suited for use as
the Center. It
was an attractive space, well-lit,
and centrally located.
It was not being used territorially at the time, except
by the librarian as a storage room. Finally, because it
was located off a small corridor on the floor occupied
by the library and media center, it was not in close prox-
imity to regular classrooms , thus providing a breathing
space, or oasis for teachers, from student interaction and
observation.
The planning team also made a visit at this time
to Worcester South High School, where a program similar to
the proposed CSEO was in operation. Under a Teacher Corps
grant, personnel from UMass were working on-site at Wor-
cester South High to help teachers develop programs prior
to a move into a new open space facility. The Worcester
program coordinated their efforts through a Teacher Re-
source Center located in a basement room in the school.
The planning team used the experience of the Worcester
pro-
gram as a basis for a number of their decisions
regarding
implementation strategies, including the arrangement
of
space, topics for exploration, a problem-solving
focus,
and providing a pleasant time-out space
for teachers in
which they could regenerate energy.
The planning team, through the Headmaster
and the
Faculty Senate, submitted a request to
the central adminis-
tration for the services of the ESAA
Instructional Support
The Instructional Support Team, a
project funded
Team.
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under Boston's Emergency School Assistance Act (ESAA) grant,
is a group of master teachers who travel from school to
school. The Instructional Support Team, generally spending
from six to eight weeks in each school, help the school's
staff work on issues identified by the Headmaster or
Principal and the teachers. The planning team requested
that the ESAA Instructional Support Team help identify
teacher needs for Center programs, and to assist generally
in setting up the CSEO. At the end of 'June 1977, it was
announced that the ESAA Instructional Support Team would be
assigned to the CSEO for March and April 1978
.
The planning team next developed a task list of
things that had to be accomplished for the CSEO opening in
September, 1977. The list included:
1. Producing an introductory pamphlet describing
the CSEO, for dissemination to English High
teachers
2. Developing a list of workshops and formal courses
to be offered through the Center
3. Arranging the physical space of the Center
4. Outfitting of the space with resources and
materials
5. Selecting the teaching assistants (two)
who would
be providing service through the Basic
Skills
Laboratory
.
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The planning team sought and received an extension of funds
from the 1976-1977 636 grant through August, 1977, to per-
mit the hiring of the Program Development Specialist and a
group of English High students during August. Together,
the Program Development Specialist and the students arranged
the physical space in the Center, gathered the software in
the school, arranging it attractively on display shelves,
and catalogued all software. The Program Development
Specialist also developed an introductory- pamphlet and
working with the Project Director from the University iden-
tified several professors who would offer courses through
the Center in the Fall, and made arrangements to hire the
teaching assistants. The Center for Secondary Educational
Options was almost ready for business.
Original Implementation
The month of September, 1977, was spent finalizing
operational plans for the Center. Although it was open,
faculty were not yet aware of its existence or purpose,
other than as the place where degree students should
reaister for UMass coursework. The Program Development
Specialist was involved in enrolling students for the
Fall
semester, and in arranging pl&cements for student
teachers.
The Flexible Campus Coordinator spent almost
no time in the
center because she was involved in enrolling
students in
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Flexible Campus Programs although she did recruit members
for the Policy Board. The secretary had moved into the
Center with the Program Development Specialist, and was
occupied by typing and reproducing the catalogue put to-
gether by the students and the pamphlet written as an
introduction to the Center
.
The Program Development Specialist and the Flexible
Campus Coordinator (herein after referred to as the UMass
and EHS coordinators, respectively) decided to hold an open
house formally announcing the inauguration of the Center.
Invitations were sent to all faculty and administration at
English High, to professors from UMass who would be in-
volved with the Center, and to the parent representative on
the Policy Board. The open house was held on October 4,
1977 immediately after school, and was attended by over
fifty people, including several English High teachers
who
had not been previously involved with the collaboration
or
its degree program.
The work of the Center in October, 1977 was
focused
primarily on activities which were very heavily
influenced
by the University. Professors were often
available in the
Center to consult with teachers during the
day, but this
consultation essentially revolved around
coursework that
a teacher was undertaking for credit.
Informal, non-credit
related consultation did not take place
because teachers
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simply did not ask for it. There remained a prevailing
feeling among the teachers that the Center was only for
those teachers involved in the degree program. This
"stigma" was to last throughout the period of original im-
plem.entation
.
In October the Center sponsored a writing workshop
for English teachers, conducted by English Professors
Moran and Skerriett. The writing workshop had been offered
the previous year for Grade Nine English teachers , and had
been well“received . Tnis time the Center had arranged for
teachers from another Boston school, Madison Park High
School, to join in the v/orkshcp at English High. Eight
teachers, including two from Madison Park, participated in
the writing workshop. As a result of their participation
the Madison Park teachers requested that the writing work-
shop be held again in January at Madison Park. This
was
arranged. The participation of the Madison Park teachers
in the writing workshop afforded the English High
teachers
a chance to compare notes with colleagues who
were teaching
very similar students. This led to informal
discussions
among the teachers on course content and
method, and the
Madison Park teachers shared with the English
High teachers
a curriculum they had produced for an
individual skills
program in English.
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The UMass Coordinator continued to shoulder most of
the responsibility for operating the Center during October,
as the EHS Coordinator had been heavily involved in work
associated with the accreditation of English High by the
New England Association of Secondary Schools and Colleges.
Having the EHS Coordinator assigned on one-third time to
the Center was not working out at all. The Coordinator was
drafted for any administrative task that happened to be
pressing at the moment—-.student scheduling, public relations,
program development, etc. ‘ It was clear that the adminis-
tration, and for that matter, the EHS Coordinator herself,
was having difficulty distinguishing between the CSEO and
the degree program, viewing the CSEO as primarily Univer-
sity territory. With the idea of the Center as a place
for all teachers, whether or not associated with the degree
program, not yet internalized by the administration and the
EHS Coordinator, it is not difficult to understand the
reluctance of teachers to use the Center's resources if they
were not enrolled in courses. Again, the role and function
of the EHS Coordinator was to remain problematic throughout
original implementation.
In November 1977, guidelines for mini-grants
available through the Center were developed and
disseminated
to teachers. The mini-grants were designed as
an actitivity
of the MODEL and Alternative Resource Laboratories
as
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incentives to encourage teachers to develop and implement
curricula and innovative programs consistent with the
MODEL there. The grants would allow teachers to order
materials necessary to implement the programs they de-
veloped. The general goals of the Grants Program were
1. To support the implementation of the MODEL
philosophy and programs of the English High
School
2. To improve existing curriculum and/or to en-
courage the development of new curricula or
programs
3. To encourage faculty to share ideas and techniques.
The specific goals of the MODEL Grants were
1. To encourage and support the differentiation of
a variety of teaching styles
2. To support improvement of existing curricula,
particularly with regard to basic skills acqui-
sition
3. To encourage interdisciplinary/team teaching
approaches, where appropriate, as viable teaching/
learning MODELS.
The specific aims of the Alternative Grants
were
1. To provide ongoing support to existing
alterna-
tives to encourage their further development
the development of new alternatives2 . To support
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programs, consistent with the MODEL theme of
providing a variety of educational options for
students
.
Both of the MODEL and alternative Grant programs
allowed awards of up to $250.00 per teacher, or $500.00 if
submitted by two or more teachers. (The aim of doubling
the ante was to encourage team teaching approaches. It
was not a successful strategy. Although some of the grants
were jointly written, none were jointly implemented.) A
total of $2,500.00 was available for MODEL Grants, and
$1,000.00 for Alternative Grants. Teachers were informed
that applications were due in December.
In November, 1977, the Center also offered two separate
workshops for teachers. One was a micro-teaching workshop
in which both student teachers and experienced teachers
would use videotape for a self-analysis of their teaching
style. The other was a workshop on Reading in the
Content
Area. Neither offering drew any teachers. Part
of the
difficulty lay in the continuing identity crisis
the CSEO
was experiencing (Could it break away from the
degree pro-
gram "stigma"?). Another problem was one that
was a general
problem in the school, and not merely
specific to the Center-
communication. In a ten story building
compartmentalized
by subject area teachers could often go for
weeks without
seeing a colleague who taught on a
different floor. Indirect
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forms of communication were inadequate--intercom
announcements were often "tuned-out," bulletin boards rarely
scanned, and even notices in individual mailboxes were
ignored (mimeographed notices, in particular, seemed to go
directly from the mailbox to the wastebasket)
.
By November, 1977, the components of the Basic Skills
Improvement Laboratory were partially in place. T\>70 teach-
ing assistants had been hired and were on-site at English
High two days each week. The teaching assistant for reading
developed a strong relationship with the director of the
Reading Lab and had worked out a viable program for sup-
ervision for the student teachers who were tutoring in the
Lab. The director of the Reading Lab, one of the teachers
who had not previously been involved with the collaboration,
took an active interest in the Center and volunteered
to
serve on the CSEO Policy Board.
The other teaching assistant was hired as a person
who could help with the development of multicultural
cur-
ricula, because a person could not be found
to fill the slot
as a Math specialist. Though less effective
than the
reading teaching assistant, the teaching
assistant for
multicultural issues di d do some support
work with two of
the ongoing alternative programs, the
Urban Studies Cen-
ter, a city-as-a-classroom program,
and MASH, a health
careers exploratory program.
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Although applications for MODEL and Alternative
grants had been due in December, 1977, only two proposals
were received by the deadline. The UMass and EHS coordin-
ators decided to extend the deadline until February 10, 1978,
and to increase dissemination efforts about the availability
of grant monies
.
January and February, 1978, the last months of ori-
ginal implementation of the Center for Secondary Educational
Option's, were very inactive. Weather played a strong role
in stifling activity, for extreme cold and extremely heavy
snowfall resulted in weeks of school cancellations. From
Christmas vacation through the end of February school was
in session for only nineteen days— fourteen in January and
five in February. Because January was also a semester
break for the University, there were no student teachers
on-site. The cold and snow also wrecked havoc with the
transportation of the two teaching assistants from Amherst
to Boston, particularly since no professors were
making the
commute during semester break. Thus, the services
of the
teaching assistants were virtually lost for two
months.
Finally, the EHS Coordinator was again unable
to spend
any time in the Center, having been
involved in student
scheduling for second semester.
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At the end of January, 1978, the two CSEO Coordinators
and the Program Evaluator, Kathleen Lyman, met to discuss
the progress of the program to date and arrived at the con-
clusion that the Center was being underutilized. Several
problems with original implementation strategies were iden-
tified
1. CSEO activities were still dominated by a formal
coursework, degree program focus
2. The EHS Coordinator was not spending sufficient
time in the Center to assist- in programjning
decisions
3. No needs assessment of teachers had been conducted
4. The Center was not open consistently, often being
closed during the day, thus discouraging drop-in
use
5. Outreach to faculty and communication about CSEO
activities was not well operated.
As a result of these discussions, general changes
in
implementation strategies developed, including
1. The design and administration of a teacher
needs
assessment instrument, to be used as a basis for
program planning
2. The development of a greater variety
of services
and informal programs which were short,
practical
and available on school time in the
Center
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3. The opening of the Center throughout the day, and
the provision of coffee for faculty in the Center
4. The EHS Coordinator would attempt to spend half-
time in the Center
5. The name "Center for Secondary Educational Options"
v7ould be changed to "The English High Teachers
Center," as an attempt to make the Center seem less
a University project and more of an integral part
of the school
6. A bulletin called "Centerings" would be posted in
the teachers' lunch room, the mail room, and in the
elevators on an almost daily basis to keep faculty
inform.ed of Center programs, activities and ser-
vices.
Thus, the stage was set for re-energizing the
Center.
Berman and McLaughlin (1974) identified
implementation as
the process by which proposals are confronted
with the
reality of the setting. The Center for
Secondary Educa-
tional Options had found itself somewhat
at odds with its
setting, but was prepared to adapt to
that setting in order
that the setting, the English High
community and its pro-
grams, could also adapt and change
and grow. Although not
clearly marked by a date or event,
the Center had completed
a stage o original implementation
as the Center for
Secondary Educational Options, and
was prepared to continue
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on to a stage of adapted implementation as the English High
Teachers' Center.
Adapted Implementation
Actually, this stage began in February, 1978 v/ith the
first appearance of "Centerings." (See Appendix A.) The
first issue of "Centerings" reintroduced the CSEO as the
English High Teachers' Center and stressed the point that
the Center was for all teachers. It vzas also announced
that coffee would be available in the Center from 8:30 a.m.
until 2:00 p.m. for teachers (the school day runs from
7:30 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.) . Within tvjo weeks the Center had
received numerous requests to start serving coffee earlier,
and the opening time was pushed back to 8:00 a.m.
The regular provision of coffee and tea at a nominal
charge, though it may seem trivial, is acutally
quite an
important aspect of the Center's services to this day.
By providing good coffee in a comfortable,
attractive space
that is off-limits to students, teachers are
encouraged to
relax, distance themselves from the "dailiness”
of teaching
and relate informally with other teachers.
One teacher
characterized his coffee break in the Center
as the tim.e
in the school day he felt "most
human." Simple amenities
such as a pleasant space and available
refreshments are
thoroughly appreciated admidst the usual
isolationist
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atmosphere in schools.
With "Centerings" being posted almost daily in
elevators, and the Center being opened on a consistent basis,
the EHS and UMass Coordinators noted that teacher awareness
of the Center and its services seemed to increase. Whereas
the only persons to be found in the Center before February
were UMass faculty and the English High teachers they were
meeting with, the Center was now beginning to attract non-
UMass connected teachers. A "Centerings" notice about a
questionnaire for "Student Analysis of Teaching" drew
twenty-five respondents asking for copies of the question-
naire, of v;hom only six had been previously associated with
the UIlass-EHS collaborative. A sim.ilar response was gen-
erated by a notice of a "Learning Styles—Teaching Styles
Inventory"—only two of the seven teachers asking for
copies had previously been with the program.
In March, 1978, the EHS Coordinator began to spend
approximatley half-time in the Center, and was thus
able
to be of greater assistance to the UMass
Coordinator in
managing the Center. For example, the EHS
Coordinator
met with the Education Director of the
Museum of Science
on March 7, 1978 to explore the
possibility of asking for
museum resources to augment English High
programs through
the Community Resources Laboratory.
initial meeting, representatives of.
tne
a result of that
Museum of Science
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held an awareness workshop for teachers in the Center on
April 5. Because of these outreach efforts, several field
trips were arranged and a relationship was developed be-
tween the MASH alternative program and the Museum.
The disruption in school routine which resulted from
the unusually severe weather in January and February had
also interfered with efforts to disseminate information about
the MODEL and Alternative Grants Programs. Once again, the
deadline for submitting proposals was extended, this time
until March 6, 1978.
In March the postponed MODEL and Alternative Grants
Programs were finally implemented. By the March 6th dead-
line for submission of MODEL and Alternative Grants, the
Teachers’ Center had received a total of seventeen grant
proposals. Fifteen MODEL Grant proposals had been sub-
mitted by nineteen teachers from nine different subject
areas. Under the Alternative Grants Program, the
Urban
Studies Center submitted two proposals for
continuation
funding. Of the twenty-one teachers submitting
grant
proposals, sixteen (76.2 percent) were new to the
programs
of both the collaborative and the Teachers'
Center.
The total funds requested through the
seventeen grant
proposals exceeded the money available in
the MODEL and
Alternative Grants budget. However, there
were some un-
spent funds in the materials budget
for the Center. The
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Teachers' Center Policy Board, in reviewing the grant
proposals, felt that all were worthy of funding. In an
effort to maximize the impact of the Grants program the
Policy Board approved all seventeen grant proposals,
funding them by combining the unencumbered materials funds
with the budgeted Grants monies. On March 15, 1978, the Cen-
ter announced the award of $4,545.00 in MODEL and Alter-
native grants to English High teachers. A breakdown of the
activities funded by these grants is included in a later
section of this chapter.
On March 7, 1978, the ESAA Instructional Support
Team arrived in the Center. The Team's task was to help
develop the program.s of the Center. The Team was composed
of six meiTibers, all teachers, one of whom was an English
High teacher released from her regular duties to serve as
Team Liaison for the six v;eeks the team was in the
Teachers' Center.
The presence of the Instructional Support Team
affected the Center in a number of ways. First,
the Team re-
arranged the physical space of the Center, providing
a more
informal atmosphere by grouping chairs and setting
off
workspaces from the main areas of the Center.
Secondly, the
team did much to enhance the Materials
Laboratory component
of the Center, setting up publishers'
displays, and order-
ing and producing supplemental materials
for classroom use.
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The Team also provided an active outreach service for the
Center, engaging the interest of several teachers who had
not previously come to the Center. Finally, the team pro-
vided a sustained active presence of resource personnel
in the Center. As a result, over the course of the Team's
six week stay teachers began to come to the Center seeking
resources and suggestions for materials and information in
a way they had not used the Center previously. A more
complete report on the activities of the Instructional
Support Team in the Center is’ included in Appendix A.
A needs assessment questionnaire was distributed by
the Center to all teachers in March 1977 (see Appendix B) .
The questionnaire was designed to elicit the opinions or
teachers as to the types of activities the Center should
offer, when such activities should be scheduled, and the
topics around which such activities should be structured.
The results of the needs assessment, more fully
detailed
in Appendix C, indicated that teachers supported
the Grants
program of the Center (86.5 percent agreeing
that the
center should offer in-house grants for
teacher-planned
projects) . Teachers showed no clear preference for
when
center activities should be scheduled,
although 48.1 per-
cent did indicate that it would be
convenient if activities
were offered during planning and
development (free) periods
Teachers expressed a need for training
in the areas of
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curriculum development (57.7 percent agreeing) and
disciplinary skills (46.2 percent agreeing). Finally, the
aspects of English High School that teachers indicated were
most in need of change were student discipline (67.3 percent
agreeing) and internal communications (48.1 percent agree-
ing) .
Results of the needs assessment were used by the UMass
and English High School coordinators in writing the contin-
uation proposal for 636 funding for the second year of
operation of the Center. The two coordinators reviev^ed the
progress of the Teachers' Center with the Program Evaluator
and the Teachers' Center Policy Board in a series of evalua-
tion meetings during the middle of March 1978, prior to
drafting a proposal. The areas of strength in Center pro-
grams and operation included the Grants Programs and the
availability of the Center during the day as a resource and
oasis for teachers. Staffing was identified as an area
needing improvement. Although the EHS Coordinator had
spent, more time in the Teacha.rs' Center since February
1978, it was recommended that the position be written into
the proposals as a full-time assignment for a school-based
person for the 1978-1979 school year, due to continuing
role conflicts. Additionally,' it was recoiranended that
the
two teaching assistant positions be discontinued because
of the difficulties arising from these being one
or two day
per week assignments. By the end of March, 1978, the
UMass and EHS Coordinators, working with the Teachers'
Center Policy Board, had prepared the continuation pro-
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posal. As recoiTonended
,
the proposal called for an increase
in Grants Program funds and the full-time assignment of the
EHS Coordinator to the Center, and was subsequently approved
for funding in May.
As a follow-up activity to the distribution the pre-
vious month -of a Student Learning Styles Inventory, the
Center sponsored a presentation on Cognitive Mapping in
March 28, 19 7.8. The presentation was given by a principal
of a Boston elementary school who had worked with faculty
at Fitchburg State College in Massachusetts developing an
instrument for use in schools to determine students' pre-
ferred modes of learning. The sessions were held both
during the day and after school, attracting eleven teachers.
Four of the teachers attending the workshop sessions had
not previously attended Center programs. Of the eleven
teachers who attended, five later used either the Cognitive
Mapping instrument or the Student Learning Styles Inven-
tory with students in their classes, returning to the
Center to discuss the results and possible ways to gear
instruction to the various learning styles of students
in their classes.
April 12, 13, and 14, 1978 were Open House Days
in the
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Teachers' Center. These had been scheduled to help
increase teacher awareness of the Center and its programs,
and to highlight work done by the Instructional Support
Team on the Materials Laboratory. Colorful signs v;ere
posted around the school and free refreshments were offered.
Approximately twenty teachers who had not visited the Cen-
ter previously came during the Open House Days. Several
borrowed materials as a result of their visit.
During April, the EHS Coordinator met with all re-
cipients of MODEL and Alternative Grants to arrange for
purchase of m.aterials. Because rhe funding for the Tea-
chers' Center was channeled through the Office of the
Business Manager, Boston Public Schools, all materials
had to be ordered through a requisition/purchase order
process. This process was notoriously inefficient (it was
not uncommon to wait three to six months or longer for
materials ordered through the Office of the Business Manager,
but it was the only means available for ordering materials.
This resulted in further implementation delays for pro-
grams funded through the MODEL and Alternative Grants.
The EHS Coordinator spent considerable time during
April working with the Office of the Business Manager
and
Boston's Department of Grants Administration to
facilitate
ordering and delivery of materials. Although
more than
half of the m.aterials ordered through the
Grants Programs
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were delivered by May 1978 as a result, the cumbersome
ordering process, coupled with the delays in initiating the
Grants Programs, meant that most of the new projects would
not be initiated until September 1978.
In May of 1978 the Center sponsored a series of ex-
hibits by publishers, both to coincide with ordering of
supplies by departments as part of their yearly book orders
and to interest teachers in applying for funds through the
Grants Program.s the fcllov/ing September. The various
exhibits attracted an average of fifteen teachers, several
of whom made inquiries about the availability of MODEL
Grant funds.
After May 15th, the last day of school for grade 12
students, many teachers' schedules were lightened. At this
time there was a noticeable increase in use of the Center
during the day by teachers who had not previously com.e into
the Center on a regular basis. Also, during May and June
the Center made an effort to disseminate information
about
those activities funded through the Grants Programs
which
had been able to begin implementation.
In June the UMass and EHS Coordinators reviewed
the
operation of the Center during its first year and
discussed
implementation strategies for the second year of
operation.
The coordinators planned to structure more
activities around
each issue, and to offer additional
workshops during the
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school day. The UMass Coordinator designed a graduate
credit option whereby teachers would be able to package
several workshop experiences in the Center to obtain gra-
duate credit.
Further, plans were made by the coordinators to
start the Grants Programs by October. These plans were
greatly facilitated by an announcement by the Department of
Grants Administration in June that, due to previous dif-
ficulties in obtaining supplies through the Office of the
Business Manager, an alternative procedure had been
arranged. Beginning in Septem±)er 1978 the coordinators
would be allov/ed to purchase materials directly from ven-
dors through cash account, in lieu of requisitioning.
The English High Teachers' Center reopened on Sep-
tember 5, 1978 after having been closed for the summer
vacation. Notices were posred and put in all teachers'
mailboxes inviting them to come to the Center. The EHS
Coordinator, now assigned full-time to the Center, spent
considerable time doing outreach work with teachers, e.g.
supplying the new Title I Reading teachers, both of whom
were business teachers excessed out of their
positions in
June, with materials on reading instruction.
The EKS
Coordinator ran for a position as Faculty Senate
represen-
tative (the Faculty Senate being the voice of
the teachers
in the building dealing with the
administration cn school
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issue), and was elected president of the Faculty Senate.
This gave the EHS Coordinator high visibility as an advo-
cate for teacher interests and concerns. Coffee was
available daily in the Center, and a small refrigerator
was brought in to score milk and teachers' lunches. During
the first weak of school, with coffee not available else-
where in the building, almost eighty-five percent of the
teachers in the building found their way to the Center.
^Posters and plants had been added to the Center to brighten
up its appearance.
Over the coarse of the first two weeks of school
the coordinators noticed that teachers who had come to
the Center for the first time in September just to grab
a cup of* coffee to take down to the teachers' cafeteria on
the floor below were now beginning to stay in the Center.
A business teacher who had never come to the Center during
the first year offered to stop each morning at a donut shop
so that the Center could provide donuts. This also served
to bring additional teachers into the Center.
As teachers began coming into the Center on a regular
basis to socialize, the UMass and EHS Coordinators
talked
with teachers informally to determine needs and
concerns
around which the Center programs could be planned.
The
increased use of the Center for socializing
appeared almost
The coordinators sensed that as more
teachers
infectious
.
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came into the Center on a regular basis, the atmosphere in
the Center seemed more inviting compared to the feeling of
distance prevailing in the Center the first year. These
impressions of the Center coordinators were corrobarated
by comme^its made by outside visitors to the Center who had
also been in the Center during the first year. One pro-
fessor commented that there was a sense of vitality in the
Center that had been missing before. A staff meiriber from
the Teachers’ Centers Exchange found the difference to be
exciting and stimulating. As further evidence of the new
involvement of the teachers in the life of the Center, a
request for teachers to serve as Policy Board members drew
eighteen volunteers, whereas the previous year all but one
member had to be recruited.
In an effort to broaden the scope of the programs
it offered the Center sponsored a Red Cross Cardiopulmonary
Resuscitation (CPR) training course for teachers from
September 25-28, 1978. Thirteen English High staff
mem-
bers, including the two school nurses, completed
the
course and were certified in CPR techniques.
In November,
one of the school nurses and a teacher
who had taken the
CPR course offered by the Center used
their new skills
to successfully resuscitate a student
with a heart condi-
tion who had collapsed in a classroom.
During October 1978, the Center
announced its Grants
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Programs. Alternative Grants were discontinued as a
separate category, although alternative programs could still
be considered for funding. A total of $5,500.00 in MODEL
Grants was made available to teachers (grants would range
up to $250.00 each). It was anticipated that there would
be two Grants award periods—one in November and a second
in February to coincide v/ith the high school's second
semester. Grants applications were due on November 3.
A new teacher needs survey was conducted in October
1978, this time focusing more on possible content areas
for workshops, programs, or courses which might be offered
by the Center (see Appendix C). Teachers were asked to
rank suggested items in each of four content areas (curri
culum, special programs, instructional processes, and
management issues) by degree of interest. Out of 143
questionnaires distributed, seventy-three (51 percent) were
returned. In curriculum the top-ranked area was reading.
Career education and programs for the gifted and talented
were highest ranked in the special programs area.
Or the
concerns listed under instructional processes,
developing
pupil self-concept and curriculum planning/development
were ranked highest. Under management issues,
teachers
expressed concern for acquisition of resources
and legal
concerns and constraints. (See Appendix D
for complete
questionnaire results.)
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In October the Center sponsored a number of activities
including having teachers work with their students on
Futures issues. A Futures questionnaire was distributed to
nine teachers who had responded to a notice in Centerings.
These teachers used the questionnaires in their classes
with over 300 students to help raise students' awareness
of Futures issues and concerns.
Two task forces were begun in October which were
structured around institutional issues—the Unified Points
Task Force, and the Mainstreaming Task Force. These issues
had been identified by the coordinators after informal
discussions with teachers and the Headmaster. Teachers who
wished to participate on the task forces, the purposes of
which were to investigate the issues and possible solutions,
proposing a solution agreed upon by a consensus of the group,
had the option of earning graduate credit. Meetings were
held during school on teachers’ planning and development
periods and after school. The Unified Points Task Force
reviewed the current system of determining graduation
cer-
tification for high school students. The Mainstreaming
Task Force examined the problems of the special
needs
student in the regular classroom.
On October 12, 1978, thd Center arranged
for represen-
tatives of the Comprehensive Secondary School
Planning
Project, a federally supported program to improve
special
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needs services at the secondary level, to meet with persons
interested in serving on the Mainstreaming Task Force. As
a result of this meeting the Comprehensive Secondary School
Planning Project agreed to train sixteen teacher volun-
teers in ways of supporting students with acute special
needs in the regular classroom setting. The teacher volun-
teers were then to train the rest of the English High
staff during a full day of inservice (released time) . The
Center arranged for substitutes for the sixteen volunteers
to participate in a two-day training session cn December 4
and 5, 1978. On January 8, 1979, these teachers trained
their peers during a full day inservice session in proce-
dures and techniques for supporting special needs students
through modified regular education programs. Plans are
continuing, as a result of the work of the Mainstreaming
Task Force, to institute a Student Support Team in English
High School. Through the Student Support Team, regular
and
special education teachers would work together in a
case
conference framework, reviewing the profiles of
students
referred by teachers in order to help arrive at
sugges-
tions for supporting the student in regular
education.
The Unified Points Task Force, comprised of
nine
volunteer teachers, a guidance counselor,
and an assistant
headmaster, reviewed policies and procedures
for awardi.-g
course credit in area high schools.
Their recommendations
made as a result of their research and analysis, for
revising course credit certification at English High
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have been adopted beginning with the 1980-1981 school year..
By the end of October, the Center was being used on
a daily basis by an average of sixty-three teachers. In
addition to socializing over coffee, a number of other tea-
cher behaviors in the Center were observed: (a) groups of
teachers would meet in the Center to discuss curriculum and
management concerns, (b) teachers would previev; audiovisual
materials for use with their classes, (c) teachers would
meet with the coordinators seeking information about re-
sources, techniques, funding sources, materials, etc.-
One teacher commented at this time that he felt good coming
into the Center because the activity and discussion that
took place in the Center was constructive, not critical
and that it gave him a sense of professionalism he has
felt
missing from the building previously. Another teacher
commented, over lunch in the Center, that she had
first
gone to the teachers' cafeteria to have lunch but
on
entering the room felt a sense of isolation.
She came up to
the Center to have lunch instead because,
she said, she
knew whe would be able to talk conversationally
with other
teachers about school concerns without feeling
that she
was interrupting the review of whatever
sports game had been
played the night before.
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The first round of Grants were awarded for the 1978/
1979 school year on November 14. The Teachers' Center
Policy Board awarded fourteen grants, out of nineteen sub-
mitted, totalling over $3,000.00. Twenty-six teachers
were involved in implementing the fourteen grants. Thirteen
different subject areas were represented, including a cross
disciplinary match between special needs and business.
The revised ordering procedure established by the Department
of Grants Administration allowed almost immediate imple-
mentation of the projects supported by the grants. The
crossdisciplinary project involving business and special
needs had established a Reprographics Center which by
March 1979, had significantly improved the process of re-
producing and distributing written materials in the school,
streamlining the process and serving to make it demonsirably
more cost effective.
Impact on the School
Teacher participation . The participation of
English High
staff in Center programs and activities
over a period of
one-and-a-half years was coded into six
categories. Re-
'
suits are reported in percentages for
both the total staff
(including teaching and administrative
personnel) , teaching
staff (Classroom teachers, including
department chair-
persons)
,
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1. Socialization--staf f who use the Center as a place
to relax, and to talk informally with colleagues.
93.2 percent of the total staff and 95.8 percent
of the teaching staff have used the Center in this
way.
2. Resourcing— staff using the Center as a place to
find out information about materials, curriculum,
available funds, etc. Total staff, 67.7 percent;
total teaching staff, 69.9 percent.
3. Workshops— staff who participated in structured
Center activities on a non-credit basis. Total
staff, 36.6 percent; total teaching staff, 39.2
percent.
4. Materials—teachers who have used the Center as a
resource for materials. Total staff, 46.1 per-
cent; total teaching staff, 52.3 percent.
5. Credits— staff who have participated in Center
sponsored activities for graduate credit, whether
enrolled in a degree program or not. Total stafr
35.4 percent, total teaching staff, 32.1
percent.
6. Grants— staff who have been awarded grants
from
the Center for curriculum and program
development.
Total teaching staff,* 51 percent (non-
teaching
staff were not awarded grants)
.
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Only 6.8 percent of the English High Staff (eleven
people) have not come to the Center. Ninety-two percent
of those using the Center have used it for something other
than credit or socializing (representing 85.71 percent of
the total staff and 87.4 percent of the teaching staff).
This reflects an increase in participation in programs of
che UMass/EHS collaborative of 165.4 percent since the
Teachers' Center was established.
Fifty-nine percent of the total staff have used the
Center for two or more activities other than socializing
or taking credit coursework. This reflects an 82.7 percent
increase in involvement since the Teachers' Center was
established of those participating in collaborative
sponsored activities.
Programmatic changes . While effects of a staff development
or change effort on student achievement are often
difficult
to ascertain, it is possible to delineate the
effects of
such efforts on programs and courses. This
kind oi change
is particularly apropos for the purposes of
this case
study, for one of the aims of the collaborative
was to
increase the educational options available
under the MODEL
magnet, and to stimulate the development
of different
teaching styles. A number of programmatic
changes have
suit of Center programs, asoccurred as a direct re
reported below:
1. Adniinis trative
—
proposal of a Student Support
Team for assisting teachers in dealing with
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troublesome students; streamlining of the pro-
cessing of multiple copy notices and mail handling,
through the Reprographics Center; changing of the
number of points a student may earn for each
course, as a result of the work of the Points
Task Force.
2. Curricular—establishment of a Reprographics
Center, a team-teaching interdisciplinary (busi-
ness and special needs) course; establishment of
two new electives in English, "Hooked on Books,
and "Semiotics;" establishment of a CPR training
pjfocrram as part of the Health course; establishment
of an affective training component for moderately
handicapped students; expansion of offerings in
physical education in the areas of team sports and
adaptive physical education; development of a
Home Economics curriculum for Bilingual students;
development of a sequential mathematics curricu-
lum; enhancement of the Science curriculum; de-
velopment of written curriculum for mainstreamed
special needs studer.tls; development of written
curriculum for tl.e Ninth Grade Career Exploratory
Program; development of a Haitian Bilingual
rren^h
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curriculum; development of an Hispanic Bilingual
Science Curriculum.
Application of the Criteria
In Chapter II, a set of eight criteria for a secondary
teacher center were developed. A summary of characteris-
tics of the case under study, the English High Teachers'
Center, follows, with specific reference to each of the
criteria.
1—an attractive site-based physical space . The
English High Teachers' Center is centrally located on the
sixth floor of the school's ten story tower building. It
is comfortably furnished and is out of the usual traffic
pattern of students. The Center is open throughout
the
school day and after school as well. .The Center
of.^ers
coffee and donuts at a nominal price, with any
profits
being used as a petty cash fund for teachers
needed Inex-
pensive emergency supplies.
Criterion 2— a problem centered orientation. Programs
of
the English High Teachers' Center are
designed to increase
the problem-solving capacity of the
school. Activities
are structured around issues which
have been raised by
teachers through informal discussions.
tablished to examine two
For example. Task
pressing problems.
Forces were es
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In carrying out problem-centered activities the Center
does not attempt to supply answers, but serves to facilitate
the process of group problem-solving by the teachers them-
selves .
Criterion 3— an institutional partnership . The English High
Teachers' Center is a collaborative project of the English
High School and the University of Massachusetts, Amherst.
Criterion 4— a cooperative governance structure . The English
High Teachers' Center has a governance structure which is
both cooperative and flexible. At the top level or the
governance structure the Headmaster of Englisn High and the
Assistant Dean of the School of Education serve equally as
Project Directors, allowing for parity in top management
decisions. At the intermediate level of the governance
structure, the Teachers' Center Policy Board provides a
majority voice for teachers, and includes representatives
of the University, the students, and parents.
The Policy
Board, meeting bi-monthly, oversees the general
operation
of the center and is responsible for setting
policy. At
the operations level of the governance
structure, parity is
maintained by having a Management Team comprised
of a
full-time UMass Coordinator and a full-time
EHS Coordinator.
The Management Team carries out and
monitors daily Center
activities, and is responsible for program
planning and
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implementation
.
Criterion 5— staffing for flexibility and stability . The
English High Teachers' Center has two full-time professional
staff and one clerical assistant. In addition, consultant
monies are available to bring on additional staff as the
program deraands. For example, a teacher from another Boston
public school was hired as an instructor for a course in
conversational Spanish for school personnel. Moreover,
faculty from the University of Massachusetts make themselves
available to the Center as instructors as part of their
regular university teaching load.
Q^iterion 6—adaptive, institutionally-focused programming
.
The programs of the English High Teachers' Center are de-
veloped on rhe basis of formal and informal needs assess-
ments, in order to meet the changing needs of the teachers
and the school. Being site-based offers the special
ad-
vantage of having the school serve as the laboratory
for
the programs the Center sponsors, thus
maintaining the
focus on institutional issues. Furtherm.ore ,
programs of the
Center are geared to impact at a number of
levels--on
individual teachers, on groups of teachers,
on departments,
and on the school as a whole.
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Criterion 7—multiple incentives for participants . The
English High Teachers' Center offers a number of incentives
for teachers participating in its programs and activities.
One of the most important is the low-energy access to pro-
grams afforded by the site-based location of the Center.
In addition the Center- offers a number . of .other incentives,
for example, released time for participation in special
Center projects, graduate credit which may be applied
toward an advanced degree or for a salary increment or
both, and incentive grants for program and curriculum
development
.
Criterion 8—a hard/soft funding mix . The English High
Teachers' Center is funded primarily under state aid for
desegregation. The high school provides the space and the
use of equipment and audiovisual software. Faculty from
the School of Education at the University of Massachusetts,
Amherst, teach graduate courses on-site as part of
their
regular teaching load. The state funding covers all
other
costs including the salaries of the Management
Team, the
funds for the grants programs and released
time, consultant
and travel costs.
The English High Teachers' Center satisfies
all but
the last criteria for a secondary teacher
center-it does
not have an adequate hard/soft funding
mix. If the state
funds were .suddenly not available,
the Center -would be
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drastically changed, if not eliminated entirely. However,
discussions have been initiated as to improving the funding
mix through having the school system provide for the posi-
tion of the EHS Coordinator. Such a step is critical if the
Center is to become institutionalized as an integral part
of the system.
Summary
This chapter presented the case study of the English
High Teachers' Center, spanning the time from when the idea
for a center-like program was first proposed through the
middle of the second year of operation of the Center. It
can be seen from the case study that the Center was subject
to the mundane implementation problems commonly associated
with change projects. By engaging in the process Berman and
xMcLaughlin (1974) have called "mutual
‘ adapter ion , " the
Center was able to overcome a number of these
problems in
original implementation. The Center impacted the
person-
nel and programs of the English High School
to a greater
degree than had been achieved previously under
the earlier
efforts of the collaboration. Finally, the
Center wao
shown to satisfy seven cf the eight
criteria for a_ secondary
teacher center, lacking only a hard/soft
funding nix at
this time.
CHAPTER V
SUIIMARY AND IMPLICATIONS
This study examined the initiation and implementation
of the English High Teachers' Center (see Appendix D for
a capsule description of the Center) . The literature on
educational change, the teacher center movement, and the
organization of the high school provided the theoretical
basis for the study.
jn reviewing the organization of the high school
the following characteristics were noted: departmentali-
zation and the resulting isolation of teachers, a multi-
layered authority structure, complex scheduling of students,
and routinization of activity. These were seen as
having
important consequences for the processes of educational
change and staff development. However, a
review of the
typical teacher centers revealed little in their
programs
that addresses these characteristics of
high schools.
The failure of most teacher center programs
to engage
high school teachers was seen as stemming
directly from
this lack of congruence.
Based upon the characteristics of the
high school
organization, the literature on educational
change, and
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the author's practical experience, several criteria for
a secondary teacher center program were developed. These
eight criteria are: (a) an attractive site-based physical
space, (b) a problem-centered orientation, (c) an insti-
tutional partnership, (d) a cooperative governance struc-
ture, (e) staffing for flexibility and stability, (f) adap-
tive, institutionally- focused programming, (g) multiple
incentives for participants, and (h) a hard/soft funding
mix.
When the eight criteria were applied to the English
High Teachers' Center, it was found that all but one of
the criteria, a hard/soft funding mix, were met. After
two years the English High Teachers' Center continues to
derive its primary financial support from funding sources
outside of the Boston Public School system. Unless the
status of the funding mix changes over the next
fiscal
year (FY 81) it is probable that the Center will
maintain
a special project status, disappearing when the outside
funding source evaporates.
Findings of the Case Study
The English High Teachers' Center had
been designed
to expand the impact of a two year
old collaborative
program for staff development and school
improvement between
the English High School and the
University of Massachusetts,
Amherst. It was hypothesized that the impact of the
collaborative could be strengthened by establishing a
teacher center on-site at the high school that could .
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provide a variety of resources and services. It was
expected that the greater impact would be reflected by a
substantial increase in the numbers of English High staff
participating in Center activities who had not previously
been involved in programs of the collaborative.
After a year and a half of operation, 93.2 percent
of the staff had used at least one of the services of the
English High Teachers' Center. Moreover, 62.7 percent of
the staff had been involved in two or more staff
develop-
ment activities through the Center, an increase
of 94.2 per-
cent over those involved in staff development
activities
at the high school prior to the opening
of the Teachers'
center. Only six percent of the staff
have used the
Center only as a place to socialize.
In addition to this demonstrated impact
on staff,
the Teachers' Center has had a
demonstrable effect on pro-
grams at English High. A modification
in graduation
requirements was instituted as a result'
of the work of a
center-sponsored Unified Points Task Force.
The work of
a second task force on
mainstreaming of special needs
students included a full day training
session for all
Plans are underway to establish
a Student
teachers
.
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Support Team as a result of this training session.
Curricular changes have also occurred, especially
because of the incentive MODEL Grants program. Two new
elective courses in English were created: a reading
course entitled "Hooked on Books," and "Semiotics," a
critical thinking and writing skills course. In addition.
Health courses at the school will now include a training
program on Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation (CPR)
.
A Reprographics Center, a business simulation
course team taught by a business teacher and a special
needs teacher, was established with the assistance of the
MODEL Grants program. The Reprographics Center now handles
almost all print reproduction and mail services in the
school. Students in the course, half of whom are
special
needs students, receive instruction and training in
of rice
machine operation and maintenance, business-related
math
and English skills, clerical office procedures,
and proper
work habits
.
The programs of the English High Teachers'
Center
have stimulated curriculum innovation in
several other
areas. A Home Economics program for
bilingual students
and a revised sequential Mathematics
curriculum have
already been developed with assistance
from the Center.
The following curriculum development
projects were initiated
through the Center in the Spring of
1979: revision of
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elective Science courses, production of written
curriculum guides for both a Haitian Bilingual French
course and an Hispanic Bilingual Science program.
Beyond the demonstrable effects on participation in
staff development and school improvement efforts, the
Teachers' Center has had a noted effect on improving the
morale of teachers . Teachers have reported to independent
evaluators that coming to the Center gives them a "life,"
and also helps them keep up with what's happening in the
school (Lyman, Note 5 ; Kido, Note 6). After a year and
a half of operation the Teachers' Center has become an
accepted part of school life. Over fifty percent of the
teachers can be expected to drop into the Center on any
given day.
Implications for Practice
The findings of the present study suggest
that the
English High Teachers' Center has been
successful in
engaging high school teachers in ongoing
staff development
and school improvement efforts. This
is no small accomplish
ment, given the extremely poor track
record to date of
teacher centers with high school teachers.
Thus, it seems
that the experience of the English
High Teachers' Center
leads to a number of implications
for the design and
f teacher center programs for
high school
implementation o
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teachers
.
Many of the teacher centers in the United States had
been strongly influenced by the informal open education
model of the British. The central audiences for these
centers were elementary school teachers, particularly
those caught up in the open education movement of the 1960 s.
The programs these centers offered have failed to attract
secondary teachers, despite active outreach attempts. The
problem is that in trying to reach secondary teachers
these centers have tried m.erely to improve their offerings.
VJhat is needed to service secondary teachers is simply an
improved version of what is now being offered by teacher
centers, but a reformulation of the teacher center model.
The teacher center model has been based upon an
humanistic orientation toward personal and professional
growth. Because of their typically humanistic orientation
and because teacher decision-making about professional
growth activities is central to the teacher center
concept,
centers have generally relied upon responsive
program-
ming strategies. Finally, the ultimate focus
of typical
teacher centers has been on the child as
individual
learner.
At the secondary level the organizational
structure
diverts the focus of attention from
the individual and
it toward collective action. Thus,
in developing
redirects
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programs for secondary schools, teacher centers should be
a vehicle not merely for supporting personal and profes-
sional growth, but for integrating staff development and
school improvement efforts. Furthermore, although teacher
decision-making should be an integral aspect of a secondary
teacher center, programming strategies should be charac-
terized less by responsiveness, than by an aggressiveness
that can overcome the inertia of the organization. Finally
the focus of a secondary teacher center should be directed
toward changing the institution so that it can better
serve the adolescent learner. This institutional focus
necessarily diminishes the emphasis of the typical elemen-
tary teacher center on individual teacher professional
growth.
A site-based center provides the best means
of
operationalizing the secondary teacher center model.
First, it provides a ready content and context
for center
programming. Secondly, having a neutral
place for tea-
chers to gather informally allows for
increased opportun-
ities for the team-building required
for institutional
change efforts. Moreover, being
site-based offers tea-
chers low-energy access to programs,
the center based on-site facilitates
Finally, having
a sense of ownership
among
sense
teachers for the center and its
programs. This
of ownership is crucial,
particularly when a
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collaborating outside institution is involved in the Center.
When teachers feel that they "own" the center, it is much
easier for the collaborating institution to actualize the
partnership role, as opposed to being viewed as a threaten-
ing interloper.
Implementing the model . Several factors need to be con-
sidered in establishing a site-based secondary teacher
center. First, the goal of the center should be clearly
set as supporting and integrating staff development
and
school improvement efforts. Secondly, it is important
that a site-based secondary teacher center involve
an
outside institution, such as a university, as a
collabora
ting partner. Goodlad (1975) has commented
on the need
for a dynamic tension between inner and
outer forces in
stimulating institutional change.
Finally, the role of the principal
requires careful
consideration. The literature has indicated
that the
principal is the key to educational change
(Berman & Mc-
Laughlin, 1977; Goodlad, 1975). Thus,
in establishing
a site-based secondary teacher
center and in carrying out
its programs, it is critical to
have the support and
cooperation of the principal. However,
the principal
should not play too central a
role in the functioning of
a site-based teacher center,
because such a stance could
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mitigate against the development of a sense of ovmership
of teachers for the center, and could jeopardize the cen-
ter's "neutral ground." It is politically more advanta-
geous for a site-based secondary teacher center if the
principal adopts an attitude of benign neglect. That is,
the principal, though supporting the center and its pro-
grams, should not assume an openly active role in center
operation
.
Reflections on the Role of Participant as Observej:
In this case study the author held the dual role of
coordinator of the English High Teachers' Center and
researcher of the Center. Because the Center is site-
based, the author was highly visible among her colleagues
at the school. Since the author was, in a sense,
on dis-
play in her role as coordinator, there developed
in the
author a tension of feeling the need to look
busy even
during the periods of inactivity that
characterize any
change effort. As a result during the
study the author
spent a much greater percentage of the
time actively par
ticiparing than actively observing.
This imbalance between participating
and observing
esulted in the collection of less
discrete data, e.g.
ormal interviews, enumerations and
the like, than might
ave been usefully gathered for a
case study. However,
the involvement of the author in a central role throughout
the life of the Center permitted the development of in-
sights about the Center that might otherwise have been lost
Moreover, the role of participant as observer^ imposed
upon the author a process of reflection on the meaning of
ordinary events as they occurred. This continual process
of reflection led to an interactive relationship
between
research and practice in which improvements in
practice
could be made incrementally. Thus, the author
believes
that the Teachers' Center benefitted from her
functioning
in the role of participant as observer in a
way it could
not have if observation had been undertaken
independently.
Questions for Future Research
The implications for further research
drawn out of
this study are numerous. First,
it would be interesting
to discover what distinguishes
users of the Center from
-1 r. aicn investigation is needed
non-users or marginal users. Also,
as to the effectiveness of the
model when implemented in
other high school settings.
Furthermore, it is crucial
for understanding the change
process to determine the extent
to which a high school can
engage in school renewal over
time. HOW may a teacher
cent;r accommodate the school
renewal process in high schools?
Finally, the question
remains unanswered as to how
durable the teacher center
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concept is— can it survive the 1980 's?
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English High School
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Team Leader: Brenda Jones
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INTRODUCTION
EnsUsh HlEh School is * Urge orban
.agnac school located o„ Avaaua
Uuls Pasteur In Eoghury. Massachusetts.
The 2200 students who attend ate
fro» all areas of the city draun
to the school by the great variety
of
magnet programs that are offered.
la June of 1977 the principal
and staff of English Sigh
teguested the
services of the Instructional
Support lean. The reguest nade
of the tea.
was to assist the staff of
English High in the developnent
of their teacher
center-*-
Dpon entering the school on
March 6. 1978. the Instructional
Support
Tea. .et .ith the acting
headnaster. Mr. Christopher lane,
to get an up-date
j fn hls ideas on how the
on the progress of the
teacher center and t g
P elish High The tea. also
informed the District
Super-
team could best serve Eng
lgti.
A e->srs Racial Ethnic Parent Council
of its
intendent. the Faculty Senate
and the
presence in Che school and
solicited in-put.
et fn aa<?ist in developing the use
Since the .ain focus of the
tea. «as to ssi
h center several .embers
of the tea. investigated
teacher
of the teacher r ,
centers. The tea., along
vith the internal consultant,
atten
d bv EDCO This vothshop
presented an overviev of
teacher
in Concord sponsore y
.
centers and their rationale.
'Tea. members gathered
ideas on vhat i -P
^
tsnt tor a teacher
center to becce successful.
alnted vl'h teacher
centers that ---ere
already
THe tea. also became
aegu
.
„„sers of the team
made
established and functioning
in nearby tommun
s.
cerlals and
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Ideas for the teacher center at English High.
In addition to visiting and learning about teacher centers, neabers of
the team visited several businesses in the area that could act as resources
for the teacher center. The team visited S.E.E. Incorporated, the Workshop
for Learning, Whitehall Games Incorporated, and New England Mobile Book Fair.
At these various companies the team purchased books, games, and materials
for the teacher center.
In order to familiarize more teachers with the teacher center , the
team held an open house for three days. Teachers were invited for cof.ee
and refreshments and were given the opportunity to see an exhibit of teacher
-
made games and niate'rials. They were encouraged to use these materials and
any other books and materials in the teacher center.
0
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OBJECTIVES
The teachers at English High were asked to fill out a needs
assess-
ment on how they felt the teacher center could be
of service to them. Through
this needs assessment and personal interviews with
staff members the Instruc-
tional Support Team set the following objectives for its work in
the teacher
center at English High School.
Behavioral Oblectives :
1 Bv Aoril 25th targeted departments will have
explored curricul^
’ materials gathered from Boston and comparable
urban schools and
from publishing companies.
2. By April 25th curriculum committees
will have become familiar
with subject-area requirements of post-secondary sc
oo s
the metropolitan area.
3. By April 25th English High Snhool
teachers
oppoitnnity to examine supplemental
by the team and to see displays in
skills areas.
. a PSth the Teacher Center uill have been
reorganized
St^Serllls i:belled to make contents more visible to
teachers.
5. B, April 25th teachers mill have
had the “ J'"”,
about available resources and to
request sped
hance their classroom instruction.
.
••
's r.r.r.: s=n.':-
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OBJECTIVE I
By April 25ch targeted departments will have explored
curriculum materials
gathered from Boston and comparable urban schools and from
publishing com-
panies.
As a result of last fall's evaluation for accreditation
of the EngUsn
High School, the math department has begun to revise its
curriculum.
Mr. Sheppeck, department head, wished to have math
teachers redesign their
programs so that students would be able to choose their
courses more success-
fully and move through the math course of study
in the best way possible.
As a result of this request an I.S.T.
member contacted math department heads
In a variety of school systems comparable
to Boston to request their course:,
of study. Quincy, Ch^msford, Brockton, Lynn,
Lowell, and Worcester were
contacted. In addition, basic skills tests
in math were also collected to
evaluate students' progress and be utilized
as a screening device for place-
ment purposes in the program. A uniform
instrument of evaluation is being
utilized for incoming freshmen so as to
help standardize math instruction
in the freshmen clusters.
The ninth graie cluster program
prepares students in basic comnunlca
non and computational shills. 1
reguest was made by the Acting tngllsh
Oepar:
ment Head to locate standardized
tests in order to evaluate students
in English and Math. These
devices will be used as models for
the develop-
ment of an English High School
evaluation Instrument which might
be used to
determine whether or not students
would be allowed to enter the
elective
courses in their sophomore year.
. included the Educational Testing
Services new
Tests that were requested
n t-a
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basic skills tests, the Sequential Tests of Educational Progress, S.C.A.T
and the Cooperative Mathematics Tests. In addition, the Fitchburg
Public
Schools are forvarding us their basic skills proficiency evaluation
mater
lals and the Brookline Public Schools are forvarding their
writing folder
program for grades K through 12.
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OBJECTIVE 2
By April 25th the curriculum committees will have become familiar with sub-
ject-area requirements of post-secondary schools in the metropolitan area.
To accomplish this objective the Boston area colleges and ocher post-
secondary schools CO which most English High students apply for admission
were contacted to determine their entrance requirements. In general, the
findings can be summarized by the statement made by a college admissions
officer at Boston State: "I feel Chat colleges have relinguishad to the
high schools what Che requirements for a diploma will be.
Carnegie units
are no longer required. The achievement necessary for a student
to gain
admission is fle.'tible indeed!" What is needed: H.S. diploma;
SAT scores
(without a bottom line requirement) . Each student is considered
individually
and the "whole student" is examined. This information
was given to the
curriculum committee comprised of all the E. H.S .departments
.
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OBJECTIVE 3
3y April 25, 1978, the English High faculty will have had an opportunity to
examine supplemental materials and activities made by the I.S.T. and to see
displays of materials in many skill areas.
It was requested of the I.S.T. to upgrade and revise the teachers cen-
ter at English High so that it can become a more useful resource to help im-
prove their classroom instruction. Toward this aim, the team visited
existing
centers in and around the Boston area and participated in a workshop to
get
ideas. To address the needs as specified by the faculty, team members
developed
and constructed materials and activities to enhance the quality
of instruction
in the various departments. The materials were displayed for
examination by
the faculty in the teacher center and afforded the faculty
the opportunity to
discuss and share ideas. Following is a list of materials
included in the
display:
Language Skills
1. Story Starters
2. A Nose for News
3. Biographies
4. Concentration
5. "Roots" by Alex Haley (a study guide)
6. Alike and Different
7. Three S Homonym Game
8. Main Ideas
9. Dial A Story
10. Work Find
11. Reading and Writing Ideas
12. Advertising Game
13. Inventing A Title
14. Word Fun
Rorei;gn Language
1. Concentration (Spanish)
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2.
Foreign Language Activity
Music
1. Music Bingo (easy)
2. Music Bingo (advanced)
3. Music Question Game
4. Fast Word Pick-Up
History
1. U.S. History Activity
2. Revolutionary Board Game
3. Touring Africa
Math
1. Names to Numbers
2. Metric Games
Science
1. Workbooks and Masters
Career Education
1. This Could Be Your Life
2. Child Development
Publishers* Samples
The team attended a publishers’ materials and resources exhibit au
Dorchester High. We were given samples in all of the skill areas and
dis-
played them for use in the teacher center.
It has been observed by the team that the faculty is now
more aware
of the existence of the teacher center and its usefulness as an on-going re-
source to help teachers improve their classroom Instruction. The team will
recommend that the faculty plan monthly activities by department to encourage
and ensure continued use of the center.
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OBJECTIVE 4
By April 25th the teacher center will have been reorganized with materials
labelled to make contents more visible to teachers.
The Center is furnished with tables, chairs, easy chairs, and book-
shelves. When the team arrived, the Center had the look of an office, with
desks and typewriters most prominent. The room was also divided down
the
middle by a long bookshelf. The team spent a morning rearranging the
fur-
niture so that the room gained an airiness and people entering
walked into
a large, open space. The bookshelves wer4 arranged
around the sides, and
the lounge chairs were arranged around a coffee table.
The "new look re-
ceived a number of positive comments.
Over 100 publishers’ catalogues were in piles on
the bookshelves as
well as in a special magazine rack. The rack was
placed in a convenient
spot, and team members went through all the
catalogues. Those dated earlier
than 1977 were discarded, and letters were sent
requesting up-to-date dopies
Letters were also sent to publishers whose catalogues
were among the most
Interesting reviewed during a visit by part of the
team to the Concord
Teacher Resource Center.
Filmstrips and £llm loops on the shelves
mere already ordered and cata-
logued. but the team printed up a list of
these materials uhich categorlted
them under subject headings. The tern, also
consolidated the actual materials,
in order to open more shelf space.
A "Career Education Comer" uas also
set
up. bringing together kits, filmstrips,
paperback books . catalogues, and
pamphlets of Job descriptions. Similarly,
shelves uere set up tot
Studies" and "Lifestyles".
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In addition to doveloplng claaarooin gamoa to meat apaclflc taachar
raquatta, tha taam craatad matarlala to accompany aoma of tha racorda
and
fllnatrlpa houacd In tha Taachar Canter. One Idea behind thla activity
waa to give taachara Idaaa about how to create laaaona Incorporating
axlctlng
A-V matarlala. For example, one team member created a learning
packet
to accompany Alex H.Aley’a record "Roota". Written
matarlala wore alao
added to the "Carecra" and "Llf eaty lea" ahclvea.
A large record collection needed to bo orgunlted
Into categorlea. A
team member apent a day replacing torn covera and
organizing the recorda
according to aubject. Bright labela were made to Identify
each aubject
area.
soon oft.r occlvlns. tho toon put out •
colotful bon Ub.l.b ''Rccycl.d
Hogozlnci". Tcochcri ucr« .ncourosoJ to drop
off their old negetlnee end
to help the.,elue. to .egotlne. fron
the box. Sone te.chot. cho.e to teed
the ».,.-..lne. uhlle they h.d . morning
coffee. Other, took them for currl-
tulum purpo... or to moke ounlUbl. to etudent.
In their etud, hello. The
teem put up . po.t.r ulth Id..,, for how
to u.c the oog.tlnc. In the cl...-
room. Under the po.t.r were handout,
with .till more .ugae.tlon,. One
.earn member picked up free cople. of the loci
newpoper, "The Phoenix".
and
of
thrac, along with
Through contact
new pub Ilea t Iona
.
free "TV Weeks", were piled next
to tho coffee m.nchlne.
with book rcpreaentatlvca the team
obtained many aamploa
Thoac were catalogued and shelved
porm.nncntly In the
algn“Out baala.
Teacher Center to be used on a
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OBJECTIVE 5
By April 25th teachers will have had the opportunity to learn about available
resources and to request specific aides to enhance their classroom instruc-
tions.
As a result of information gained from our needs assessment the. I.S.T.
offered two workshops to English High School faculty. The workshops offered
were in Individualization and Resources. A number of teachers responded
to our offers of help in these areas. However, none of the interested teacers
were available at the same time to participate in a workshop experience. Once
the problem of time was recognized, the team members began contracting
indivi-
dual faculty members who had expressed an interest in the workshop
and
invited them to the teacher center to work with individual team
members on
individualization in their classrooms or to receive information on
resource
people and places in the city.
The I.S.T. also revised and duplicated a five page
resource list which
would be beneficial to Boston teachers. These lists were
distributed to
English High School teachers through the teacher center.
During the teams’ work with individual teachers in
the teacher center
a list of materials which team members felt
would be a useful addition to
the teacher center was developed. Some of
these materials vere made by the
team members. Other materials vote ordered
throegh the team for the cetit«.
Some of the materials Inclnded a Career
Exploration program and books on
How to Design Educational Games.
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OBJECTIVE 6
By April 25th the Instructional Support Team members will have fulfilled
the instructional requests of individual teachers.
Since the I.S.T. would be working in the teacher center helping teachers
develop curriculum materials which would enhance their classroom instruction,
a final team objective stated that the members would respond to the requests
of individual teachers.
During the team's association, with the teacher center or English High
School, the I.S.T. members fulfilled the following requests:
1 .
2 .
3.
4.
5.
6 .
7.
8 .
9.
10 .
11 .
12 .
13.
14.
15.
16.
Gathered catalogs for math teachers.
Investigated reprography classes for special education
students.
Assisted teachers in ordering fencing equipment for model
grants.
Assisted teachers in classroom.
Acquired sample tests for teachers in Reading and Math,
lasic Skills and English.
)eveloped reading materials for reading lab students,
fathered recent publishers' catalogs for Spanish bilingual
:eachers.
treated games related to career choices.
Laminated games made by English Higti teachers.
Developed math games.
Researched university admissions requirements.
Acquired curriculum guides from neighboring urban
school
systems to aide in writing of curriculum.
Developed reading games.
Arranged visit of teacher to Roxbury High School s
Career
VorLd with teacher to develop basic written outline
for
workshops.
. ,
Arranged visit of two teachers to semiotics
classes at
Newton South High.
Day
Tl,e following are samples of the type of
requests made of the team
A first year Spanish teacher at English
High requested assistance
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from the team in the area of lesson planning. Her main concerns were
timing lessons, the completion of goals, and general classroom management.
One I.S.T. member was assigned to work with the teacher and the rollowing
steps were taken:
1. By her request, the teacher was observed in the classroom.
2. Feed-back was provided to help her in the areas specified.
3. Follow-up observations were made to see if progress haJ been
achieved.
4. Hand-made materials were provided and on-going support was
offered.
When the I.S.T. first arrived at English High, a bi-lir.gual resource
teacher made a request for its services. The teacher wanted the
team’s
assistance and support in the preparation of a new approach to
teach foreign
languages. His main objective was that at the end of one year students
would be able to converse successfully in whatever
foreign language they
had been studying. He also wished to incorporate
a structure that would
help bi-lingual students improve their command
of their native language.
The team proceeded to help in the following
ways.
1 Getting the idea on paper. _
2*. Presenting the idea to department heads and
foreign language
teachers.
3. Suggesting ways to implement the
program.
L Sueeestine curriculum content.
5 ; CoU.ctl4 -terials .0 ba used a„d
cabalugues avallabU
for ordering materials*
0
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CONCLUSION
During the team’s stay at English High School the team members set
out to accomplish the objectives that were set. Members of the team made
an effort to make the teacher center a place where teachers could come to
receive help in areas that were of concern to them. Team members helped
reorganize the room so that teachers could more easily find what they needed.
Team members also made themselves available to assist teachers who came to
the teacher center. As the services of the teacher center began to become
more publicized, more teachers began to come to the center to make requests.
All the members of the Instructional Support Team hope that we have
been of service to the teachers of English High by working closely with
them through their teacher center. The English High Teacher Center has
great potential for being a real service to teachers and we hope that we
have made a contribution to its continued success.
APPENDIX B
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Bear Colleague
,
Ve are asking your cooperation in conpleting this questionnaire
regarding activities for the English High Teachers' Center . 6l0.
A teachers' center is a place where teachers may develop curriculum,
review relevant educational research, learn new techniques, and
work informally with colleagues. IT IS VITAL THAT THm CEOTER
LEARN ABOUT YOUR NEEDS AND ir/TERESTS SO THAT ’<ifE CAJI TROVIDS WORTH-
WHILE PRDGRAILS. So please take a few minutes to answer this
questionnaire. Let us know what you would like to see happen
or how we can be of assistance. Thank you for your cooperation,
Peg LeGendre,
for the Center
1 . Listed below are activities and services typically sponsored
by
Teachers' Centers. For each activity place a check in the appro-
priate column indicating whether or not you think that activity
should be offered by our Center,
Tes No
curriculxm development assistance in your subject area
curriculum development assistance for crossdisciplinary
topics
instruction and assistance in the design and production
of media materials for classroom use
assistance in selecting and/or developing diagnostic
materials
teacher-run planning sessions for proposing solutions
for critical school problems
workshops for small groups of teachers in
specific
skills (student grouping techniques, simulations,
etc.j
classroom demonstrations of new materials/methods
assistance in finding and selecting appropriate
educa-
tional materials (texts, workbooks, software,
etc.J
assistance in developing strategies for
classroom
management
in-house grants for teacher-planned
projects
assistance in finding grant monies and
writing proposals
for innovative programs
•
providing coffee and a relaxing place
to talk with
other teachers
.asUtsnco in conducing research in
your classes
proridine an InstnlcUonal materials
resource library
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Tea No
arranging short-term teacher exchanges with area schools
producing an occasional journal which summarizes relevant
articles from the literature
producing a monthly newsletter in which teachers share
information on what' s happening in their classes or
special programs
guest lectures by local experts
showing films on various topics in education and pro-
fessional development
providing technical assistance in gathering data on
students in your classes (re: learning styles etc.)
providing a format through which teachers may exchange
ideas and resources
individualized assistance in improving teaching methods
___
microteaching workshops
seminars on theoretical issues (e.g. adolescent develop-
ment learning theory)
assistance in obtaining community resources for use with
your classes
other (please specify)
2. Activities will be offered in our Teachers' Center throug)iout
the day
and in a variety of frameworks. Number the time slots in the order
they would be most convenient for your participation (#1 - most
convenient through least convenient).
3.
during planning and development periods (free time)
during released time
after school
after school for inservice credit
after school for graduate credit
fhat do you feel are the most crucial staff development
needs of the
kiglish High's teaching staff?(check up to five items)
curriculum development
counselling skills
conflict resolution
decision-making skills
Ijjiowledge of subject matter
disciplinary skills
varying teaching strategies
human relations training
ability to relate to students
knowledge of multicultural
issues
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4. Identify the five areas most in
High School.
curriculum
staffing
___
student discipline
teaching quality
community relations
other ;
need of improvement at English
student services
communication
class placement
administration
teacher interrelations
Please use the space below to make any other comments or suggestions
about the Teachers' Center.
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Needs Assessment Results - March 1978
Question Q-’.e
Rank % Agreeing
1 86.5
2 82.7
3 76.9
4 73.1
6 71.2
6 71.2
6 71.2
9.5 69.2
9.5 69.2
9.5 69.2
9.5 69.2
13.5 67.3
13.5 67.3
13.5 67.3
13.5 67.3
16.5 61.5
16.5 61.5
18 59.6
19.5 57.7
19.5 57.7
21 48.1
22 46.2
23 38.5
24 36.5
25 34.6
Activity should be ofTered by the Center
In-house grants for teacher-planned projects
Assistance in finding grant monies ai.d writing
proposals for innovative programs
Producing an occasional journal which summarizes
relevant articles from the literature
Providing an instructional materials resource
library
Teacher-run planning sessions for proposing
solutions for critical school problems
Curriculum development assistance for cross-
disciplinary topics
Assistance in obtaining community resources
for use with your classes
Instruction and assistance in the design and
production of media materieils for classroom use
Workshops for small groups of teachers in
specific skills
Guest lectures by local experts
Providing a format through which teachers may
exchange ideas and resources
Curriculum development assistance in your area
Assistance in finding and selecting appropriate
educational materials
Assistance in selecting/developing diagnostic
materials
Producing a monthly newsletter in which teachers
share information about their classes/programs
Classroom demonstrations of new methods/materials
Showing films on various educational topics
Individualized assistance in improving teaching
methods
Providing coffee and a relaxing place to talk
with other teachers
^ ^
Providing technical assistance in gathering da-a
on students in your classes
Assistance in developing strategies for classroom
management
Arranging short-term teacher exchanges with
area schools
Seminars on theoretical issues
Microteaching workshops
Assistance in conducting research in your
classes
0
I
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Needs Assessment Results
^estion Two
Rank % Preferring
1 48.1
2.5 36.5
2.5 36.5
4 34.6
5 32.6
Question Three
Rank % Agreeing
1 57.7
2 46.2
3 40.
4
4 34.6
5.5 32.7
5.5 32.7
7 28.8
8 26.9
9 21.2
10 7.7
Question Four
Rank ^ Agreeing
1 67.3
2 48.1
3 46.2
4 36.5
5 28.8
6.5 26.9
6.5 26.9
8.5 19.2
8.5 19.2
10 17.3
March 1978
Time period for scheduling Center ectivities
During planning and development periods
During released time
After school for graduate credit
After school for inservice credit
After school
Area of staff develooraent need
curriculum development
disciplinary skills
ability to relate to students
knowledge of multicultural issues
varying teaching strategies
counselling skills
human relations training
conflict resolution
decision-making skills
knowledge of subject matter
Area in need of change
student discipline
communication
administration
curri culum
teaching quality
student services
class placement
community relations
teacher interrelations
staffing
APPENDIX C
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NoaD^ DoparUcirt;^
Enslich High Teachers' Center Survey
Thio 3urvey is a first step in designing Teachers' Center progrer.s
for this school year. Hy completing this survey you will contribute
to developing services offered by the Center. Please feel
free to corvunent and offer suggestions.
VLEASE COMPLETE AMD RETUIill BY TC TilE CZl.'TErx, uCCi; 610 or
TO PEG LEGEIIDFlE'S KAILDOX.
SECTION I:
Please indicate your interest in participating in courseworlc/vorkshopo/task forces
related to the topics listed below.
RATE BY DEGREE OF INTEREST 1=VERY HIGH 2=HIGH 3=S0: ji
Use as many Is, 23, and 33 as are needed to reflect your interests. Leave blor.';:
those topics for which you have interest. In the space provided (or on the
back of this survey) briefly describe your 1st interest choice.
A. CURRlCUTAHi COIITZNT AREAS
1. Art 7. Industrial Arts
2, Dxisiness Education
_____
8. Mathematics
3. English 9. Physical Education
4« Foreign Languages 10. Reading
$. Health and Safety 11. Science
6. Home Economics 12. Social Studies
Description
13. Theater
B. SPECIAL PIlCGRAIi AIPJL*.
1, Career EducatioTi 9. Interdisciplinary
Instruction!
2, Special Education Program
3. Guidance 10.
Dilinguol/Multic-oltural Educa
4. Media 11. Gifted,
Talented, Creative Pr
5, Administration/Sunervision 12. Work
Experience
6. Environmental Educotion 13. Affective
Education
7. Consumer Education 14,
Alternative Education
C. Basic Skills Across Disciplines 15. — —
#
16 .
Description
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C« IKSTRUCTIUIIAL PUCCr^SES (Pupil evoliaallon, Instruction, Manngeaant^ Clnacrocn
Organization
8. Developing Pupil Self
Concept
9. CurriculuTi Planning and^
Devclcpncnt
^10. Styles rf Teaching and
Learning
11, Techniques cf Discipline
1 . Assessing end Evaluating Student Progress
2 , Developing Record Keeping Sys terns
3. Planning Instniction
^4. Conducting and Implementing Instruction
5» Performing Adndr^istrative Duties
^6. Comnunicating in Classroom (e,g. , group
disc’assions, questioning techniques)
7, Identifying and Understanding Learning Style ^12. Self-evaluation
^
13
.
^14.
Description
^
K‘*nAGE:EHT .ISSUES
.
.
1 , Legal Concerns and Constraints (e.g, ^ liability,
copyright laws, equol educational opportunities)
2 « School Finance and Accounting
3» Program Evaluation
4, Personnel Evaluation and Supervision
5, Long Tern Educational Planning
6, Providing Instructional Assistance to Staff
7 , Acquisition of Resources
8
,
Description
E, PERSCUAL EpUCATICM ODJECTIVE
1 , Expansion of Ro].e
2, Career Advancement
3, Leadership Role
4, Exploring Mow Professional Dimensions
5, Educational Research
6. Leaving Education for other
Professions
7. Managing Career Options
8. Salary Increments
9.
—
««« Cttii
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Contact;
Hours:
Program:
Resources:
Staff;
Setting:
Participation:
THE ENGLISH HIGH TEACHERS'
CENTER
Room 610
The English High School
77 Avenue Louis Pasteur
Boston, Massachusetts 02115
(617) 738-8848
Peg LeGendre or Phil Stec
Monday through Friday, 7-30-3. Closed July and August.
Based on a developmental model, and a commitment to integrat'.ng sta"
development with school renewal efforts, the Center offers programs de-
signed exclusively for secondary teachers. Five laboratories fo'm tne or-
ganizational structure for the Center. The Teaching and Learning Labora-
tory provides services to help teachers improve their sKills and technique,
and to assist teachers in conducting informal resea'ch on learning. The
M.b.D.E.L. Laboratory prov.des support for curriculum development ac-
tivities. The Materials Laboratory provides assistance in finding appropri-
ate classroom materials and a make-and-take component. The Alternative
Resource Center Laboratory assists faculty m the developm.enV
implementation, improvement cf alternative programs. The Commun.ty
Resources Laboratory links teachers with available resources for use
both wifnin and outside of the classroom.
Center programs include drop-in seminars, work groups, formal and in-
formal consultant services, independent study, and formal coursework
on-site. Course sessions are scheduled in the daytime, after school, and
sometimes evenings and weekends.
University of Massachusetts sponsors several programs for Eng'ish High
students, including tutoring in basic skills by university teaching assistants
and student teachers.
Filmstrips, slides, tapes, cassettes, microfiche, movies, overhead projec-
tor, duplicator, thermefax, typewriters, meeting room, small professional
library, coffee. Access to audiovisual hardware and school system's ad-
tninistration library. Small grants to faculty who wish to pursue develop-
ment of alternative programs and for teachers to take students on field
trips.
Peg LeGendre, coordinator; Phil Stec. program development specialist;
full-time instructional aide. U Mass faculty act as consultants.
The Center is located in a largo attractive room adjacent to the library on
the sixth floor of English High School (a ?en-story. two-building
facility).
English High School is near Boston University.
The Center serves all faculty at English t-iigh. Fanicipaticn is
volui.lary.
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Fees and
Credit:
Affiliation:
Support:
Decision
Making:
Origin:
Publications:
Teachers may use the Center during the day on a drop-in basis or during
their planning and development period, and after schodl. University teach-
ing assistants and student teachers also participate.
Free for noncredit. Graduate credit is optional through the University of
Massachusetts' Amherst for salary increment and or toward earning ^an
advanced degree through U Mass (a number of teachers are enrolled irt
masters. C.A.G.S.—certificate of advanced graduate study, and doctoral
programs).
The English High School and the University of Massachusetts,'Amherst.
The Center is currently supported through the English High-University of
Massachusetts/Amherst Collaborative, funded through Chapter 636, state
aid for desegregation, as well as substantial in-kind contributions from
both institutions.
A representative board, comprised of a majority of teachers, meets
monthly and is responsible for setting overall policy. In addition to
teachers, the headmaster. Center staff, the U Mass project director, and a
U Mass faculty member, the board includes both a parent and a student
representative. The coordinator and the program development spccit:!ist
are responsible for day-to-day Center management, planning, and deci-
sion making.
English High School and the University of Massachusetts/Amherst en-
tered into collaboration in 1975. The purpose of the collaborative was to
provide a unique site-based degree program for teachers so that theory
and practice could be successfully integrated, as well as to provide
sup-
port for the development of educational options for students.'
In Sep-
tember 1977 the collaborative sponsored the opening of the
Teachers
Center at English High to increase support for all faculty,
including those
who chose not to. participate in the degree program.
Brochure: program booklet describing degree program
and graduate
course offerings; slide/tape available September 1978.


